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Utah State University 
1977-78 
Buzzer 
After a seven year absence, the yearbook makes a 
reappearance to chronicle the events and 
activities of the studentbody at USU. 
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CAMPUS 
LIFE 
3 
4 
President Glen L. Taggart 
President Glen L. Taggart 
assumed office as USU 's 
11 th president on July 1. 
1968. Dr. Taggart is an 
authority on social 
relations and inter-
national prog rams. and 
has served as a consul-
tant to a number of un-
iversities. foundat ions. 
and foreign govern -
ments. Mrs. Taggart is a 
graduate of USU in art 
education . 
------~-----~------------------------------~----~~--~----------------~~~------------~----~~------~~-----" ....... 
ADMINISTRATION 
R. Gaurth Hansen, 
Provost 
Richard M . Swenson, 
Vice Provost 
Gerald R . Sherratt, Vice Presi-
dent for University Relations 
Claude J . Burtenshaw, Vice 
President for Student Affairs 
w . Boyd Christensen, Vice 
President for Business 
Bartell C. Jensen, Vice Presi-
dent for Research 
J . Clark Ballard, Vice President 
for Extension and Continuing 
Education 
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Eastman N . Hatch. Graduate 
Studies 
Oral L. Ballam. Education 
Thadis W . Box. Natural Resources 
Doyle J . Matthews. Agriculture 
Phyllis R . Snow. Family Life 
Ralph M . Johnson. Science 
Richard L. Smith. Business 
William F. Lye. Humanities. Arts 
and Social Sciences 
DEANS 
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PRESIDENT 
KEN CARR 
President Carr is majoring in Acco1Jnting with 
intentions of entering law school upon gradua-
tion. During his term, he served as chairman of 
the Utah Council of Studentbody Presidents. 
PRESIDENT'S CABINET 
The President's Cabinet consists of special 
assistants appointed to aid in various duties. 
These assistants may be given work 
assignments in preparing legislation, directing 
programs, or working as the head of Research 
and Development for special Projects. The pur-
pose of the cabinet is to keep the President in-
formed of the pulse of the campus, to research 
and recommend ways to implement new 
ideas and policies, and to be used as a 
sounding board for issues dealt with by the 
Executive Council. 
Front Rovv-Richard Westergard, Gregory Carr, Michael Stolpe, Jomarie Myers. Lee Bodily. Stan Brown. Back 
Rovv-Michael Henrie. Randy Whipple. Rusty Bergstrom. Ken Carr. Alana Goodrich. John Freund. Leslie Olson. 
Brent T r imble 
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EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
The Executive Council consists of a president. eight vice presidents and a secretary treasurer. These ten students 
are elected by the student body and are responsible for directing the expenditure of a $550.000 budget. ASUSU 
funds more than 70 activities and programs. Approximately 800 students actively participate in planning and im-
plementing these campus activities. 
Left to right : 
Bob Bown. Athletic Vice President 
Cindy Farr. Special Projects Vice President 
Steve Hirase. Volunteer Services Vice President 
Eric Smart. Executive Vice President 
Glenna Dolar. Executive Secretary Treasurer 
Jerry Urlacher. Activities Vice President 
Richard Bell. Cultural Vice President 
Kelly Sanders. Student Relations Vice President 
Tammy Trimble. Academics Vice President 
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS 
Top: Martha Hahn-Track and Field . Middle: Cheryl Osborne-Track and Field, Sandy 
Lynn-Volleyball. Bottom: Marcy Mazzetta-Basketball, Alicia Johnson-Gymnastics, Jane 
Cowles-Softball. 
The USU Women's athletic program gained national recognition this year. After 
defeating Brigham Young University in the regional championship playoffs, the 
team later finished tenth in the nation. Also, a newly established gymnastics 
team surprised many sports enthusiasts when they captured the eighteenth spot 
in the national rankings their first year. 
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CAMPUS 
Left to rig ht: 
1. .Jill Williams, Song leader 
2. Mariann Bleazard, STAB 
3. Kay Wilson, Angel Flight 
4. Mike Henrie, Inter Fraternity Council President 
5. Gus, Aggie Mascot 
6. Dave Sammuels, Cheerleader 
7. "Yhe Dude" 
8. Dana Tueller, 
Terry Maughan, 
oily Richards, C_co 
Calame, Aggiette PreSident 
rnett, Blue Key 
...,.oft.kin, Miss Utah 
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Football (4-7) 
usu OPP 
22 San Jose State 10 
26 @Memphis State 31 
6 Brigham Young 65 
0 @San D iego S t at e 19 AGGIE 7 @Penn Stat e 16 0 @U t ah 20 
16 Boise State 23 
23 @Weber State 14 
32 Wyoming 31 
35 '@Idaho Stat e 7 
10 @Colorado State 13 
Basketball (21-7) 
usu OPP 
83 Colorado State 66 
60 Fresno State 50 
95 M idwestern State 55 
73 Wisc,-Parkside 58 
79 @Weber State (ot) 84 
91 Washington 85 
80 West Texas State 62 
91 Brigham Young 89 
73 @Utah 71 
79 Fairleigh Dickinson 44 
76 Utah (ot) 83 
84 @Brigham Young (2ot) 85 
75 Idaho State 73 
102 James Madison 66 
74 Weber State 65 
64 @Nevada- Reno 73 
80 @Boise State 73 
80 A ir Force 70 
82 St. Mary's (Calif) 75 
86 Denver 66 
93 Montana S t ate 77 
81 @Idaho State 84 
82 @Denver 72 
62 @Colorado State 63 
113 @Portland State 87 
89 Montana 68 
96 St, Mary's (Calif) 80 
66 @Nebraska* 67 
Wrestling (16-2) 
usu OPP 
Representatives 36 Nevada- Las Vegas @ 10 
45 Simon Fraser 3 of USU various 29 New Mexico 13 
37 Colorado State 3 Sports 
30 Weber State @ 6 
48 Montana State 0 
29 Portland State 21 
45 Idaho State 3 
38 Boise State @ 3 
25 Drake @ 16 
44 Mankato State @ 3 
5 Minnesota @ 30 
24 South Dakota State @ 19 
27 Idaho State @ 11 
31 Utah 7 
30 Nevada- Las Vegas 9 
3 Brigham Young @ 42 
32 Weber State 3 
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SPORTS REVIEWS 
1977 USU Football Lettermen "Curt Nading Senior 'Varsity Letters 
'Ernest Aalona Junior "'Claude Nelson Senior 
77-78 USU Basketball 
'George Barbie Junior "'John O 'Donnell Senior 
Lettermen 
'Pat Blackburn Junior 'Jim O 'Rourke Junior 
"'Preston Bailess Junior 
'Ken Brown Freshman 'Dave Parkin Junior 
'Gary Furniss Freshman 
'Jim Bryant Junior "Rick Parros Sophomore 
'Russ Hafen Freshman 
'Ron Cassidy Junior 'Kevin Powell Junior 'Keith Hood Freshman 
"'Bradd Clifford Senior "'Tom Richert Senior "Dean Hunger Sophomore 
'Jerry Copeny Sophomore "Ron Robinson Senior 'Brian Jackson Freshman 
'Dennis Cunningham Junior 'Ian Rubin Junior ····Blair Martineau Senior 
"Charlie Denson Senior "'Butch Schnell Senior 'Dave McCall Freshman 
'Scott Dye Junior "James Shorty Junior 'Keith McDonald Junior 
"Dan Elder Senior "Dave Spiker Junior "Rawlee Perkins Junior 
'Tony Gipson Junior "Carter Spruill Junior "Steve Pinegar Sophomore 
"Jim Harbaugh Senior 'Rick Stachon Sophomore ····Mike Santos Senior 
"Greg Fultcher Senior 'Steve Steinke Freshman "'Oscar William!' Senior 
"Eric Hipple Junior "Kelly Streich Senior 
'Kurt Hollmer Junior 'John Thompson Junior 77-78 USU Wrestling 
"'Curt Hough Senior 'Elwood Threlfall Sophomore Lettermen 
•• ··Jim Hough Senior "Scott T i llotson Junior 'Marty Bench Freshman 
'Dan Jackovich Junior "Kelly Treseder Junior "Jim Dreyer Sophomore 
"Rulon Jones Sophomore 'Dave Tyler Junior "Steve Duroe Sophomore 
'Kelly Kirwan Sophomore 'Brian Valley Senior · ···Bob Erickson Senior 
'Alvin Logan Sophomore 'Mike Waufle Junior "'Mark Harris Junior 
'Rich Matheny Junior 'Joe Wills Junior 'Tracy Moore Freshman 
'John Martin Junior 'Will Withers Junior 'Joel Sindelar Junior 
"'Ron McCloud Junior "Gary Wolz Junior "Steve Weight Sophomore 
'Dennis McCollins Sophomore 'George Zimmerman Freshman ····John Wilson Senior 
"Keith Myers Senior 'Fred Zweifel Senior 
, 
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Members of the USU Alumni Council ride the Old Main float 
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HOMECOMING 1977 
Homecoming spirits were not dampened 
by the rainfall which persisted throughout 
the game with Boise State. The day could 
have been a little brighter with an Aggie 
win. Homecoming Royalty : Collette 
Anderson. queen. and attendants Lauri 
Young and Cindy Scott 
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
OFFICERS 
R. Dean Udy-President 
Gerald R . Sherratt 
-Director 
Donniel Horlacher-Executive Vice President 
MarDell C . Parrish 
-Associate Director 
~~'i,,~ .. r"~'~ *,,~i>'· .. (.~ ~, 
~~;.l4" 
, 
Linda Sorensen 
-Secretary 
po 
Front row: Monte Buttars, Ken 
Carr, Gerald R . Sherratt, Carlos 
Smith, R . Dean Udy, Leah Parkin-
son , Margene Thorpe, Donniel 
Horlacher"MarionDunn.Backrow: 
Lyle Hillyard, MarDell C . Parrish, 
Mel Wood, Nolan Burnett, Stan 
Meyrick, Karin Rasmussen, Lynn 
Loosli. Lee Cantwell. Ellsworth 
Johnson, Don Potter, Bonnie 
Smith, Bonnie Dalley, Linda 
Sorensen, Steven Green, Rod 
Cragun, Glen Baugh 
ALUMNI 
COUNCIL 
President R. Dean Udy looks on as 
past president Leah Parkinson 
makes a presentation at Alumni 
Council Meeting. 
17 
President and Mrs. Taggart greet students and parents at reception. 
ALUMNI 
The USU Alumni House is the center of programming for former Aggie students 
18 
USU's Alumni Association offers former students a variety of 
benefits free of charge. Starting w ith a miniature d iploma from the 
Association upon gradu at ion, former students have free use of the 
University's library, receive nine issues annually of USU's Outlook 
newspaper, and are priv ileged t o participate in USU's alumni travel 
program offering tou rs t o the Caribbean, Hawaii , South American, 
Israel. etc. 
The Association sponsors the " A Night With the Aggies" program 
which takes the best student enterta inment from the Logan cam-
pus to entertain former st udents and their families and to give them 
an up-date on USU through entertainment and multi-media. This 
program has been taken t hroughout U tah since 1972, through 
Idaho in 1974-75, and t hrough Nevada and California in 1974 and 
1977. 
Receptions for alumni often preceed on- the-road games. These 
offer light refreshments and great opportunities for alumni to meet 
other Aggies in their area and to renew friendships. Other regional 
programs around the state and the country help alumni to stay in 
contact with school friends, and quite often, feature the university 
president as the guest speaker, along with specially prepared 
multi- media presentations. 
The Association also sponsors the Aggie Family Vacation in con-
nection with the Festival of the American West on the USU cam-
pus, receptions and awards to honor outstanding graduates and to 
recognize their accomplishments, the Homecoming Parade, Alum-
ni Association Homecoming Buffet Luncheon, class reunions, The 
Christmas Madrigal Dinners, Aggie Lagoon Day, Founder' s D ay, 
the President's Reception for Graduates and their families and 
other Alumni orientated programs. 
The Alumni Association is your contact on campus for University 
information, tours, publications and activities. 
ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES 
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Utah State University's 90th birthday 
was celebrated on Wednesday, March 
8, 1978. Celebration programs were 
held in Salt Lake City,on the Logan 
campus and in Sherman Oaks, Califor-
nia. 
Alumni and friends of USU in the Salt 
Lake City area gathered at Cottonwood 
High School on March 4th for a banquet 
and a free variety show. President 
Spencer W. Kimball and First Counselor 
N. Eldon Tanner of the LOS First 
Presidency, Elder LeGrand Richards of 
the Council of the Twelve and former 
chairman of the USU Board of Trustees, 
Governor Scott M. Matheson and 
former Governor Calvin L. Rampton, 
along with a number of state legislators, 
attended the programs. USU's 
Aggiettes, Calico, A-Company, Warren 
Burton and ASUSU Student Produc-
tions members performed at the special 
tribute to USU. 
At USU, President Glen L. Taggart gave 
the "State of the University" message. 
USU Alumni Association President R. 
Dean Udy gave a state of the Alumni 
Association address and Ken Carr 
reported the state of the studentbody to 
participants. College Convocations 
followed the general assembly. The new 
Frances Winton Champ Carillon was 
dedicated in the afternoon, followed by 
a Dean's Reception and the Founder's 
Day Banquet. Merlin Olsen served as 
the Master of Ceremonies. Elder David 
B. Haight, member of the Council of the 
Twelve, The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints, received the 
Distinguished Alumnus Award and 
presented the Founder's Day Address. 
Obert C. Tanner received the Honorary 
Alumnus Award. 
California Alumni gathered at the Valley 
Hilton Hotel in Sherman Oaks on March 
18, 1978 for entertainment and the 
Founder's Day Address by USU Presi-
dent Glen L. Taggart. 
FOUNDERS DAY 
'STAB 
Mariann Bleazard 
Administrative Assistant 
Jerry Urlacher 
Activities Vice President 
Lynn Skidmore 
Viaeo Tape 
Liz Hayward 
Publicity 
Carol McArthur 
The Arts 
Armond Accuttoroop 
Cultural Awareness 
Jomarie Myers 
Current Affairs 
Steve Peterson 
Dances 
Mitch James 
Entertainment 
Vicki Harder 
Hospitality 
Lorna Perkins 
Secretary 
Gaye Cottle 
Nightclubs 
Nancy Savage 
Special Events 
Randy Sorensen 
Recreation 
The Associated Students of Utah State University sponsor their activities program 
through the Student Activity Board (STAB). STAB consists of 11 'committees, each 
established to meet a specific social. recreational. or cultural need of the campus 
community. The committees provide students with an opportunity to develop 
talents, acquire leadership skills, and gain experience in working with others. 
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ACADEMIC SENATE 
Front Rovv: Scott Smith-HASS Senator, Tammy Trimble-Academic V.P .. Tracy Bybee-Senate 
tiecretary, Brent Mortensen-Business Senator. Back Rovv: Dave Bradley-Education Senator, Len-
nis Boyer-Science Senator, Gordon Anderson-Natural Resource Senator, Sheldon 
Tieszen-Engineering Senator, Janean Olsen-Family Life Senator, Stan Bell-Agriculture Senator. 
AWS-
THE ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN STUDENTS 
Deun Christine Leidich Delane Ringle Renee Poulson Hedi Weston Vicki Harder 
Helen Lundstrom President Vice President Secretary Treasurer Public Relations 
Advisor 
AWS Works for You 
Our Activities 
Include: 
Parent's Day 
Sadie Hawkins 
Little Brother and 
.• " .... 
! . .-, 
Sister Weekend 
Women's Week 
Preference Ball 
Health Week 
Mother's Weekend Gina Hale Joan Davis Sally Goudarzi Jodi Harmon Glenna Dolar 
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA 
Freshman Honorary 
Marnae Silcox. Debbie Goffe. Janice Johnson. JoAnne Kudla . John Freund-President. 
Zenna Beth Crockett-Faculty Advisor. Dean Helen Lundstrom-Administration Liason . 
MORTAR BOARD 
Front row: Debbie Arieda . Jan Hagan. Sam Waymouth . Sue Phelps. Wendy Anderson . 
Bob Erickson. Hettie Tuveson. Barbara Pryor. Back row: JoDee Howell. Karen Hunt. Kris 
Webb. Melinda Ringer. Glen Hammond. Suzanne Hammon. Elon Worral . Jolene Swain. 
Christine Webb. Mary Lynn Worley. Colette Anderson 
Mortar Board is a national Honor Society of college seniors. It was organized at USU in 
1958 and its membership is limited to 20 outstanding seniors each year. Those who are 
selected to be a part of Mortar Board are recognized for qualities of superior scholastic abili-
ty. outstanding and continued leadership. and dedicated service to USU and the community. 
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BLUE KEY NATIONAL HONOR 
FRATERNITY 
ELDON DRAKE 
Advisor 
ART O'BRIEN 
Vice President 
MIKE NYBORG 
LARRY BYWATER 
BRIAN CASTALDI 
MIKE STOLPE 
Blue Key, a national honorary service fraternity, was organized 
at USU in 1932 to provide close companionship between its 
members and to serve the university. Its membership is limited 
to 25 upperclassmen, who not only maintain a superior grade 
point average, but have demonstrated outstanding leadership 
abilities with a desire to serve others, 
KIRK ALLRED 
President 
GARY SIMMONS 
BILL CALDERWOOC 
MIKE HENRIE 
RICK STOUT 
MIKE NEELEY 
Secretary-Treasurer 
RON HAMMOND 
JEFF CALL 
BRENT MORTENSEN 
JERRY URLACHER 
GARY STEVENSON 
Historian 
CHAD MERRELL 
CRAIG CARLILE 
MONT RINGER 
TRACY WELCH 
SWEDE LARSON 
Advisor 
BRIAN BURNETT 
NORM YOUNKER 
KEN CARR 
ERIC SMART 
PETER WONG 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY .THEATRE 
Old Lyric Repertory 
Sherlock Holmes 
The Prisoner of Second Avenue 
Blithe Spirit 
The Rainmaker 
Utah State Theatre 
The Desperate Hours 
The Misanthrope 
Brigadoon 
Picnic 
Othello 
Seniors: 
Sherlock Holmes 
James Booth 
Paul Carter 
Tracie Hansen 
Jay F. Haws 
Meg McArthur 
David Palmer 
I rene Kay Petersen 
Danny Pitcher 
Frank Santos 
Anna Mariea Stevens 
Suzanne Maughan Wilson 
Graduates: Marianne Anderson 
Michael Clickner 
Kim Eagan 
Michael Eagan 
Keith Thomas 
David Weamer 
The Rainmaker 
The Desperate Hours 
Androcles and the Lion 
2S 
Nancy Haws 
Public Relations 
Dana Tueller 
Vice President 
The Aggiettes are a 
precision dance group 
who have delighted 
audiences for 26 years 
via personal appearances 
and on national televi-
sion . Performances in-
clude halftime entertain-
ment at the Utah State 
basketball games, 
several NCAA playoff 
games, and annual tours 
for performances at high 
schools and USU alumni 
meetings. To prepare for 
each performance, the 
Aggiettes spend an 
average of two and one-
half hours per day perfec-
ting the 12 to 14 new 
routines they develop 
each year. The Aggiettes, 
considered to be one of 
the finest precision dance 
teams in the country, are 
under the direction of 
Irene Bates , once an 
Aggiette herself. 
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AGGIETTES 
Nancy Calame 
President 
Sherrie Williams 
Vice President 
Linda Squires 
Wardrobe Consultant 
Ann Menlove 
Secretary 
CHEERLEADERS 
Top Row: Cindy Scott, Vicki Okamoto, Candi Gray. Middle Row: Scott Monson, 
Brad Bills, Dave Samuels. Bottom Row: Gin Christensen. 
SONGLEADERS 
Top Row: Jann Simpson, Tami Hess. Middle Row: Jill Williams, Teresa Bradford. 
Bottom Row: Patti Brough, Linda Miller. 
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ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
Outside Alpha Chi Omega- Front Row-Margaret Carr. Jill Bergstrom. Suzanne Budge. Debra 
Hyde. Kay Wilson. Nancy Olsen. Catherine E. Haskins. Brenda Erdenberger. Tracine Bennett. Leslie 
Jessop. Nancy Peters. Holly Nelson. Cheri Arave. Susan Bowers. Wen lee Jensen. Heidi Bergstrom. 
Joyce Olsen. Second Row-Beulah Black. Housemother; Linda Monson. Cynthia Dawson. Shellie 
Baugh. Jill Watkins. Jackie Nelson. Susan Stensby. Jaqui Barrett. Linda Lauderdale. Koko Morgan. 
Denise Potter. Tammie King. Liz Newton. Mandy White. Michelle Mattox. Patrice Christensen. Third 
Row-Denise Koboyashi . Tami Randell. Susan De La Mare. Tricia Doering. Annette Kirby. Annetta 
Green. 
Inside Alpha Chi Omega- First Row-Wenlee Jensen. Susan Bowers. Nancy S . Olsen. Cathy 
Haskins. Tracine Bennett. Leslie Jessop. Nancy Peters. Second Row-Patti Madsen. Shellie Baugh. 
Joyce Olsen. Heidi Bergstrom. Brenda Erdenberger. Debra Hyde. Holly Nelson. Cheri Arave. Jill 
Bergstrom. Jackie Nelson. Jaqui Barrett. Third Row-Jill Watkins. Mandy White. Kay Wilson. Sue 
Stensby. Tammie King. Denise Potter. Fourth Row-Beulah Black. Housemother; Annetta Green. 
Annette Kirby. Tricia Doering. Susan De La Mare. Denise Koboyashi. Cynthia Dawson. Koko Morgan. 
Liz Newton. Patrice Christensen. Linda Lauderdale. Michelle Mattox. Tami Randell . Linda Monson. 
PHI GAMMA DELTA 
First Rovv-Steve Pinkham, Jerry Dorr, Joe Patti, Jerry Urlacher, Rich Hogan. Middle Rovv-Dave 
Lindberg, Rodger Hoffdahl. Fred Snyder, Rich Redshaw, John Hayes, Don Shaw. Back Rovv-Steve 
Butler, Kent Edwards, Nathan Johansen, Wally Hall. Mark McKibben, Brian Wagner, Russ Brickel, Bill 
Mullen, Tom Block, Jay Seese, Bruce Donachie. 
SIGMA CHI 
Front Rovv-Robert White, Scott Hansen, Brian Burnett, Marlin Struhs, Larry M . Bywater. Second 
Rovv-Vaughn Beaues, Bob Cook, Cutris Raminska, Mark Gregory, Stan Nielson, Jeff Seeholler, 
Doug Buckley. Third Rovv-Blair Daines, Steve Pearson, Chuck Novorny, Mike Christansen, Kevin 
Watters, Bart Miller, Robert Lutz, Jerrv Heesel. Wayne Olsen, Garrick Bariow. Fourth Rovv-Ed 
Heterson, Shane Viger, David Hansen, Jeff Garrett, Tom Meksto. Fifth Rovv-James Kaminska, Mike 
Beck, Scott Marr, Bill Calderwood, John Calderwood, Craig Johnson, Alan Thurgood, Richard Strong. 
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ARMY ROTC 
Preparing tomorrovvs leaders 
today_ 
RIFLE TEAM 
Kneeling: Leo Herbert, Scott Blaine, 
Ken Vocman, Jim D'Angelo. Standing: 
Tracy Turner, Steve Archer, Rex Carr, 
Scott Moore. Ed Furlong. 
The USU Rifle Team, sponsored 
and trained by the Military 
Science Department, represents 
Utah State in the Intermountain 
Shooters League. The team fires 
in many matches during the year 
including their own Big Blue In-
vitational Match . 
Kneeling: Frank Franklin, Tracy Turner. 
Michelle Tarsi, Scott B laine, Charles Joy, 
Carl Bills . Standing: Kelly Siple, Harold 
Berloth, Keith Mayor, Mark Lindquist, 
Don Sheets. 
Army ROTC's elite Bridgerland 
Rangers. organized as a Special 
Forces unit. are experts in military 
m ountaineering. survival . cross 
country skiing. rappeling. first aid. 
communications and orienteer-
in g . The group assumes the 
responsibility of training incoming 
cadets in basic military skills . 
BRIDGERLAND RANGERS 
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AIR FORCE ROTC 
STAFF 
Faculty : Detachment 860 : Captain 
Stephen D . Eaves, Colonel Fred N . 
Hopewell-Commander, Captain Paul 
H . W iater, Technical Sergeant Terral A. 
Oler, Technical Sergeant Garth O. 
Bryant. 
RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS 
. . . training your air force leaders of the future ... 
ESTABLISHED 
10 OCTOBER 1952 
Angel 
Flight 
Front Rovv: Jackie Nelson, Cindy 
Nielson, Brenda Erdenberger, Kay 
Wilson, Karen Walters, Amy Morton, 
Sue Ann Ch ildress. Back Rovv: Captain 
Paul H . Wiater-Advisor, Kathy 
Pendergrass, Heidi Bergstrom, Sue 
White, Kristin Fjeldstead, Susan Shaffer, 
Annette Kirby , Kathleen Nielson, 
Colonel Fred N. Hopewell-PAS. 
BLACK 
STUDENT 
UNION 
Ricky Green 
Vice Chair 
Hillery Randell 
Chairperson 
Vicki "Doree" Coleman 
Inter-cultural advisor 
Front: Hillery Randell. Vicki "Doree" Coleman, Ricky Green. Back: Terry Browning, William Bolden, Kenny 
Hopkins, Michelle McCarver, Leslie Wright 
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NEWMAN 
STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
Newman Club challenges students to develop themselves through a balanced expression of 
Christianity in social. intellectual. and spiritual involvement in the community. 
.. . 
.~ 
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Jr.jj J(lVVr~ ..Anw1?uwfl 
President Vice President 
~f·i' 
r " i . 
~ Ud" tI~ _ U,· rl""";I'" _ tl Oi'i l (jd j 
Treasurer Assistant Treasurer 
<;n r r ~ ~I (( rl 
Secretary 
l l rllrllJ 0i("'; 
Editor 
1'IN I 1', ,"~( (1·1 
Rush Chairman 
]'>(111 (n _ \lnlJ 
Panhellenic 
KAPPA 
DELTA 
Firat Row-(left to right) Sue Wright. C . B . Ellett. Teri Helm. Sally Steed. Paula Nay. Tonja Stocks. Wendy Giles, 
Machelle Fitzgerald. Cathie Williams. Second Row-Wanda Woodbury. housemother; Meg Johnston. Melody 
McPherson. Jeri Jolley; Carolyn Malquist. Suzy Whipple. Missy White. Susan Schouaers. Renee Rougelot . Third 
Row-Marion Lovell. Pam Coats. Robyn Carling. Karla Franke. Travis Washburn. Anne Burnett. Sharrie Bigler. Lisa 
Melroy. Sue Ann Childress. Rae Ann Okelberry. Fourth Row-Cherie Smith. Camille Baum. Joanne Kudla. Anne 
Hall. Marie Getz. Karen Donahue. Mary Lindquist. Susan Nielson. Rosemarie Obray. Jayne Hodges. Kim Granger, 
Gloria Munns. 
Not Shown: Tamera Barbieri. Jan Blackham. Toni Breckon. Kathy Bush. Judy Crockett. Tiena Croft. Dene 
Douglass. Dalene Goforth. Sheri Hancey, Linda Lewies. Marin Sue Merrill . Kill Mortensen. Nettie Moulton. Candy 
Neuberger. Karen Ormand. Marcia Page. Susan Rasmussen. Joan Riley. Sandra Robinson. Alison Schoffield. 
Susan Shafer. Mary Shealy. Leslie Terry. Evin Ward and LeAnn Wendt. 
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Presenting the Graduates of 1978 
SHERRIE L. ADAMS 
Ogden, Ut 
COLUMBUS O. AGBOR 
Ikam Cross River State, Nigeria 
HAMID AGHBAYAT 
Tehran, Iran 
CHUKWUMA SMART AHANONU 
Umuahia, Imo State Nigeria 
DEBRA ANNE AHLF 
Shingle Springs, Ca 
SAMUEL A. AKYEAMPONG 
Mpraeso, Ghana 
CHARLES N. ALDOUS 
Menlo Park, Ca 
MOHAMMED AIDRUS ALI 
Mansoora-Aden, P.D.R. Yemen 
IBRAHIM ABDUL R. AUABERY 
Logan , Ut 
JOHN R. ALLEN 
Logan, Ut 
CHRISTOPHER B. ALLISON 
Boulder, Co 
JOSEPH ALLRED 
Woods Cross, Ut 
KIRK H. ALLRED 
Hyde Park, Ut 
NADINE ALLRED 
Roosevelt, Ut 
PARVANEH AMIRFATHI 
Reziyeh, Iran 
COLETTE ANDERSON 
Logan, Ut 
DOUGLAS L. \\TUG" ANDERSON 
Wendell, ld 
GORDON HAMILTON ANDERSON 
Blue Island, II 
JEFFREY J. ANDERSON 
Providence, Ut 
RAYMOND GORDON ANDERSON 
Chicago, II 
- ------ - ------~-~---------------... 
SHARI HIGBEE ANDERSON 
Logon, Ut 
THERESA M. ANDERSON 
Los Vegas, Nv 
NICKI L. ANDERSON 
Meridian, Id 
DAVID KEITH APLANALP 
Rangely, Co 
CHER A. ARAUE 
Ogden, Ut 
MARGARET CORNELIA ARENTZ 
Salt Lake City, Ut 
DEBORAH L. ARIEDA 
Scotia, NY 
CLEA KRISTINE ASTIN 
Bountiful, Ut 
PEGGY J. ATKINSON 
Sandy, Ut 
FARIBORZ AURASTEH 
Malayear, Iron 
ORLANDO AVILES 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras 
, 
JOSE ARMANDO BADIA 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras. C.A. 
TROY C. BALLARD 
Benson, Ut 
SETH L. BALLS 
Dayton,ld 
ABDURHMAN M. BAMATRAF 
Mukalla, Yemen (South) 
KARMEN E. BARKHURST 
Portland, Or 
CHARLES G. BARNES 
Leonidas, Mi 
DANIEL CLYDE BARTON 
Green River, Ut 
VAUGHN T. BEAMES 
Hazelton, Id 
MARY B. BEDINGFIELD 
Bountiful, Ut 
SCOTT A. BEHUNIN 
Huntington Beach, Co 
KENNETH R. BENCH 
Fairview, Ut 
DENNIS N. BENNETT 
North Hoven, Ct 
CHRISTINE BERTIN 
Blackfoot, Id 
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GREGORY SCOTT BEVENGER 
Hamilton,Oh 
MARIVAL BIESINGER 
Bountiful, Ut 
MARIE BINGHAM 
Honeyville, Ut 
DONALD A. BISCHOFF 
Ogden, Ut 
ELLEN BISCHOFF 
Smithfield, Ut 
JEFFREY B. BITNER 
Park City, Ut 
DAVID W. BLANARIK 
Ambridge, Po 
BRENT R. BOEHME 
JEANNE K. 80HLKE 
Dayton, 10 
TELS. BOMAN 
logan, Ut 
ROBERT D. BOND 
Dallas, Tx 
ERNESTO PABLO BONDY 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras 
DONALD ROY BONE 
Clearfield, Ut 
DINO MARIO BOSCARDIN 
Dover Plains, NY 
RANDALL C. BOUDRERO 
logan, Ut 
JAYNE E. BOYLAND 
Brigham City, Ut 
JAMES DENNIS BRANHAM 
Indianapolis, In 
JAMES E. BROWN 
Parowan, Ut 
MARTIN JAMES BUCCIERI 
Elmwood Park, II 
SCOTT BUDGE 
Burley, Id 
JEFFREY R. BURBANK 
Deweyville, Ut 
KIMBERLI ANN BURBANK 
logan, Ut 
PATRICIA A. BURDYL 
Hammond, In 
BRIAN W. BURNETT 
logan, Ut 
LARRY M. BYWATER 
Brigham City, Ut 
JOSE MANUEL CABRAL 
Caracas, Venezuela 
REBECCA C. CAIRNS 
Salt lake City, Ut 
WILLIAM C. CALDERWOOD 
logan, Ut 
DELBERT F. CALL 
Rigby,ld 
VICKI BARRETT CALL 
Springfield, Va 
CRAIG CARLILE 
Provo, Ut 
DARYL LEE CARLILE 
Salt lake City, Ut 
JANE L. CARLILE 
Spanish Fork, Ut 
RICHARD H. CARLISLE 
logan, Ut 
KEN W. CARR 
SILVIO I. CARRASCO 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Rep . 
ALLEN D. CARTER 
Kimberly, Id 
ROBERT MC CUNE CASTLETON 
Salt lake City, Ut 
ERWIN MAURICE CAUSSIN 
la Paz, Bolivia 
CINDY D. CHAMBERS 
Trenton, Ut 
BRUCE A. CHAPPLE 
logan, Ut 
LINDA K. CHASE 
Agoura, Ca 
WEI-CHENG CHEN 
Taipei, Taiwan R.O.C. 
LUNG HWA CHENG 
Taipei, Taiwan 
SUE ANNE CHILDRESS 
Provo, Ut 
G. KEVIN CHRISTIANSON 
Hyrum, Ut 
IPHOCHU 
Hong, Kong 
DAWSON CHUANG 
Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C. 
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MICHELE J. COBURN 
Salt lake City, Ut 
LAURA MARY CONROY 
Son Clemente, Co 
BRENT K. COOK 
Son Diego, Co 
EDWIN T. CORNIA 
logon, Ut 
GARY WAYNE CRAW 
logon, Ut 
CAROL L. CREMER 
Sandy, Ut 
CATHLEEN CROCKETT 
Justin, Co 
JAMES R. CUNIO 
Pheonix, Az 
MARWAN A. DABDOUB 
Mosul, Iraq 
DANAZUMI DANJUMA 
Takum, Gongola-Nigeria 
KEITH A. DAVELINE 
Fremont, Co 
ROCK A. DAVIDSON 
Kearns, Ut 
LYLE E. DAVIEAU 
Provo, Ut 
LORL L. DEAN 
Ogden, Ut 
THOMAS G. DEBORD 
Salinas, Co 
JOHN C. DE JONG 
Brooks, Alberto 
SUSAN K. DELAMARE 
Tooele, Ut 
D. SCOTT DENKERS 
Chalfont St. Peter, Buckinghamshire, 
England 
MICHELLE L. DENNIS 
Rapid City, S.D. 
RASTRIDEY 
Calcutta, Indio 
RANDOLPH J. DIEPEVEEN 
Salt Lake City, Ut 
MOHAMMAD HOSSEIN DJAFARI 
Tehran, Iron 
ROBERTO DOWNING 
Son Pedro Sula, Honduras 
GRANT ABBOTT DRENNEN 
Columbus, Oh 
CRAIG B. DUNKLEY 
Providence, Ut 
CATHEY M. DUNN 
Boulder, Co 
STEVEN L. EASTERMAN 
Rockville Centre, NY 
CLEMENT O. EBIN 
Ajassor-Ikom, Cross River State, 
Nigeria 
DAVID K. EDWARDS 
Red Bluff, Ca 
VIRGINIA MANWELL EDWARDS 
Red Bluff, Ca 
STEVE W. ELMORE 
Charleston, II 
DONNA L. EMMONS 
Denville, NJ 
N. ROCK EREKSON 
Richmond, Ut 
FARIBORZ ESKANDAR 
Iran, Tehran 
FRANK ERNESTO ESPINOZA 
Valencia, Venezuela 
NORMAN L. FAIRBANKS 
Salt lake City, Ut 
HENRY OLANIYI FAPOHUNDA 
lIesha, Nigeria 
ROBERT D. FARNSWORTH 
CYNTHIA M. FARR 
los Angeles, Ca 
LADAWN H. FARRINGTON 
Manila, Philippines 
JOSEPH THOMAS FASTHORSE 
Pine Ridge, Sd 
ANDREA L. FELT 
logan, Ut 
RONALD N. FERNUIK 
San Bruno, Ca 
SUSAN K. FORTIER 
Yakima, Wa 
CAROLYN C. FREDIN 
Richmond, Ut 
GARY E. FREEMAN 
Richfield, Id 
JEFF K. GARBETT 
logan, Ut 
DUANE T. GARDINER 
Riverton, Ut 
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DELOY J. GARDNER 
Hyde Park, Ut 
ERVGASSER 
Dolton, II 
JALEH GAZI-T ABA T ABAIE 
Tabriz, Iran 
KRISTINA GESSEL 
logan, Ut 
RAYMOND ARTHUR GIANOLI 
Santa Rosa, Co 
ALI AKBAR GOLAFSHANS 
Tehran, Iran 
BRIAN D. GOUDREAU 
Hudson, Ma 
CARL ROBERT GRAMLICH 
Philadelphia, Po 
JANIS GREEN 
Ephraim, Ut 
RICHARD J. GREENWOOD 
American Fork, Ut 
ROGER L. GREER 
Salt lake City, Ut 
SUE DAWN GRIFFITHS 
Ogden, Ut 
EVAN R. GUBLER 
Santa Clara, Ut 
LINDA PEARL GUBLER 
St. George, Ut 
KELLY JAY HADFIELD 
River Heights, Ut 
WALID ELIAS HAJJ 
Beirut, lebanon 
ANNE HALL 
Carson City, Nv 
SHAU-RON HAN 
Taipei, Taiwan R.O.C. 
DARRELL O. HANCOCK 
Billings, Mt 
GREG R. HANSON 
Salt lake City, Ut 
VICKI L. HARDER 
Shelley,ld 
JOHN WESLEY HARDIN 
Twin Falls, Id 
LORNA J. HARDIN 
Hagerman, Id 
SILVIA ALICIA HARDING 
la Paz, Bolivia 
JEENA C. HARRIS 
logan, Ut 
MARJORIE HART 
logan, Ut 
DAVID JAMES HARVELL 
lynchburg, Va 
KENNETH W. HASFURTHER 
St. George, Ut 
EASTMAN HATCH 
Ut 
KATHY C. HATCH 
Tremonton, Ut 
BRENT R. HATHAWAY 
Rexburg,ld 
DONNETT P. HAWKES 
Brigham City, Ut 
GARY ROBERT HEINTZ 
Royal Oak, Mi 
WAYNE D. HELM 
Syracuse, Ks 
LAURIE ANN HENDRICKS 
logan, Ut 
MICHAEL L. HENRIE 
Panguitch, Ut 
ROBERT LEO HERBERT 
Idaho Falls, Id 
STEVEN B. HEWSON 
Huntington Beach, Co 
SCOTT T. HIGBEE 
logan, Ut 
JEFFREY N. HOEDT 
Euclid,Oh 
KIM HOLLEY 
Salt lake City, Ut 
D. JOSHUA HOLT 
Tremonton, Ut 
PEGGY M. HOUSTON 
Roosevelt, Ut 
JODEE HOWELL 
Ephraim, Ut 
DAVID R. HOYT 
Richmond, Co 
JULIE HUBBARD 
Kanab, Ut 
GORDON MC DONALD HUESTIS 
Santa Ana, Co 
JEFFRY D. HUGGARD 
American Fork, Ut 
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KEITH M. HUNDERFUND 
Pearl River, NY 
JAMES W. HUPP 
Logan, Ut 
GA YNELL JOHNSEN HUTSON 
Bear River City, Ut 
MOHAMMED FAHMIIBRAHIM 
Mosul, Iraq 
USMAN IBRAHIM 
Nigeria Takum, Gongola 
WESTON R. INNES 
Lehi, Ut 
MARK S. INNOCENTI 
Beverly, Ma 
RAY VON ISAMAN 
Moab, Ut 
LOREN D. ISRAELSEN 
Los Altos, Co 
NED A. ISRAELSEN 
Logan, Ut 
SABAH TOMA JABBOURI 
Bartilla, Mosul, Iraq 
ORIKI KARIBO JACK 
Abonnema Rivers State, Nigeria 
KENT N. JACOBSON 
San Diego, Co 
JANNA JOLENE JAMES 
Vernal, Ut 
BAMBI L. JAY 
Salt Lake City, Ut 
LYNN B. JENSEN 
Royal City, Wa 
JOSEPH W. JENSON 
Salt Lake, Ut 
CURTIS JOHNSON 
Richmond, Ut 
DEANNA JOHNSON 
Ogden, Ut 
KENT B. JOHNSON 
Brigham City, Ut 
MARK A. JOHNSON 
Federal Way, Wa 
N. DIANE JOHNSON 
Burley,ld 
CHARLES R. JONES 
Merced, Co 
YOSHIKAZU KAMIT ANI 
Atemi City Shizuoka-Ken, Japan 
T ADA YUKI KAMIYA 
Tokyo, Japan 
TERRI L. KAP 
Willard, Ut 
FEREYDOUN KAVEH 
Ahwaz, Iran 
ABBAS KAZEMI 
Hamadan, Iran 
YUPA KEERATlWEKIN 
Chumphon, Thailand 
SCOTT W. KERR 
Wellsville, Ut 
TEIMOUR KHANGARI 
Sharekord Jonakan, Iran 
RANGANATHAM KIDAMBI 
Guntur, India 
JOENGJAN KIM 
Seoul, Korea 
SOUNG YEE KIM 
Seoul, Korea 
KEITH R. KIMBALL 
Naperville, II 
DARLENE KING 
Ut 
KIRBY N. KING 
Vernal, Ut 
ANNETTE KIRBY 
Kaysville, Ut 
JUDITH KLECA 
Ut 
LAREE KNORR 
Murray, Ut 
SUSAN W. KOKER 
Salt lake City, Ut 
BEHNAM KH KORDEST ANI 
Tehran, Iran 
MONICA R. KRAUS 
River Heights, Ut 
PETER B. KRAUS 
Santiago, Chile 
HARI J. KRISHNA 
Hyderabad, India 
LEE W. KROGUE 
logan, Ut 
NELSON KYEI 
Begoroh, Ghana 
FRANCIS HUI SIN LAN 
Hong Kong 
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ROBERTO RIVERA LANZA 
Tegucigalpa D.C., Honduras c.A. 
CHARLES E. LARSON 
La Porte, Tx 
CHARLES R. LARSON 
Opal, Wy 
G. GREGORY LAST 
Hurricane, Ut 
PATSY LAST 
St. George, Ut 
NANCY J. LAW 
Clemson, S.c. 
GARY A. LECK 
Rossford, Oh 
LI-CHEN LILLIAN LEE 
Taipei, Taiwan ROC 
CHRISTINE LEIDICH 
Logan, Ut 
DOUGLAS K. LEMON 
Logan, Ut 
DAVE E. LEPPERT 
Hamilton, Oh 
ANTHONY S. LEUNAMEKUL 
Bangkok-5, Thailand 
DANIEL M. LIEN 
Adrian, Mn 
RANDALL J. LOW 
Smithfield, Ut 
R. RICK LYMAN 
Balnding, Ut 
ALI MALEK 
Babol, Iran 
KIRIRATH MAM 
Smithfield, Ut 
JOAN INEZ MANNER 
Salt Lake City, Ut 
SAM W. MAPHIS 
Boulder, Co 
SUSAN J. MASSON 
Salt Lake, Ut 
SEYED MASSOUD AZIZI 
Shiraz, Iran 
PAUL D. MC CLELLAN 
Ogden, Ut 
TERESA MARIE MC COMB 
Sandy, Ut 
DIANE MC FARLAND 
Ogden, Ut 
ROBERT EARL MC HARDY 
Juneau,Ak 
GLENN M. MC KENNA 
Ridgefield Park, NJ 
DOUGLAS B. MC QUAID 
Billerica, Ma 
SHERALEE MERRILL 
Rupert,ld 
TED V. MICKELSON 
Mesquite, Nv 
SEYED AHMAD MIRAFZAL 
Teran, Iran 
CAREY MITCHELL 
logan, Ut 
CHALLA MOAHLOLI 
Maseru, lesotho 
CLINTON GROVER MOFFITT 
Roy, Ut 
JANE L. MOFFITT 
Montpelier,ld 
KENT F. MOHLMAN 
Bountiful, Ut 
ARMAN MOHSENI 
Tehran, Iran 
SAl-KONG THEODORIC MOK 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 
ERNESTO MONT ALVO 
Zacatecoluca, EI Salvador 
ANGELA JO MOORE 
Simi Valley, Co 
SCOTT E. MOORE 
Simi Valley, Co 
REI NALDO DEL C. MORALES 
Trujillo, Vzla 
ALFONSO C. MORILLA 
Trujillo, Venezuela 
JUNMORITA 
Iwatsuki, Saitama 
JAMES H. MUHLESTEIN 
Monticello, Ut 
NAIYANA NAKHAT A 
Bangkok, Thailand 
ABDOLHOSSIEN N. -T ABRIZI 
Tabriz, Iran 
STEVEN T. NAVRATIL 
North Ogden, Ut 
TED W. NAVRATIL 
North Ogden, Ut 
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CHERYL A. NEILSON 
Sherman Oaks, Ca 
CARRIE NELSON 
Salt lake City, Ut 
JAMES P. NEWMYER 
Arcadia, Ca 
KATHLEEN J. NIELSON 
Salt lake City, Ut 
LESLIE C. NIELSEN 
Clearfield, Ut 
TOSHIHIRO NOBAT A 
Nagoya, Japan 
CELESTINE LOEMENEM NOLISA 
Umu-Oma Uli, Nigeria 
KATHRYN M. NYBORG. 
Rexburg,ld 
MIKE NYBORG 
Ashton,ld 
PHILLIP NYBORG 
Ut 
KATHLEEN L. OBRA Y 
logan, Ut 
SUNDAY J. OKURE 
Uyo, Nigeria 
CARLOS SIMON OLMOS 
Valera, Venezuela 
JOYCE K. OLSEN 
Sandy, Ut 
ART AKARN ONGSAKUL 
Bangkok, Thailand 
JACK W. ORROCK 
Ogden, Ut 
ROBERT OWUSU 
Kumasi, Ghana 
SUMOL PADUNGCHAI 
Bangkok, Thailand 
DAVID TOWNSEND PALMER 
Brigham City, Ut 
CHAD B. PANTING 
Soda Springs, Id 
KERRY DRAKE PARKER 
Ogden, Ut 
TED PASOAGA 
Ut 
CHARLES W. PASSAVANT 
Richmond, Ut 
LARRY C. PASTOR 
los Angeles, Ca 
MARAN C. PATE 
logon, Ut 
LAYTON PATTERSON 
Boise City, Ok 
CLAYTON T. PERKINS 
West Jordon, Ut 
BRUCE PETERSON 
Ogden, Ut 
JEROLD "K" PETERSON 
Brigham City, Ut 
DOUGLAS EARL PETTERSON 
West Weber, Ut 
C. ONDRE PETTINGILL 
los Angeles, Co 
SUSAN M. PHELPS 
logon, Ut 
DONALD L. PHILLIPS 
Seaford, De 
JANET KAY PIGGOTT 
Providence, Ut 
DANNY P. PITCHER 
Smithfield, Ut 
MARC A. POINTEL 
Paris, France 
MIKE C. POPOVICH 
lakewood, Co 
SUSAN POPPLETON 
Wellsville, Ut 
DENISE POTTER 
Tremonton, Ut 
THERESE A. PRENDERGAST 
Easton, Po 
PHILIP G. PUCEL 
Joliet, II 
LANNY PUTNAM 
Woodruff, Ut 
ROBERTO JOSE RAMONES 
Punto Fijo-Estadofalcon, Venezuela 
HILLERY JR. RANDELL 
Eunice, la 
JANYNE REED 
Clinton, Ut 
RICHARD E. READ JR. 
Federal Way, Wa 
DAVID ALLAN REES 
Granger, Ut 
PHYLLIS RUPARD RICKERT 
logon, Ut 
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DUANE O. RICKS 
Rexburg,ld 
MARK SCOTT RINDELS 
Gillette, Wy 
MELINDA H. RINGER 
Hyde Park, Ut 
MONT M. RINGER 
Logan, Ut 
CARLOS JOSE RIVAS 
La Ceiba, Atlantida, Honduras, CA. 
RAMON A. RIVERA 
San Salvador, EI Salvador 
DIANE M. RODDY 
Phoenixville, Pa 
DOUGC. ROE 
Panguitch, Ut 
ORAPIN RUSMEEHATTHAKARN 
Bangkok, Thailand 
MASOUD SAGHEI 
Tehran, Iran 
MARK E. SCHAEFER 
Randolph, Vt 
ALAN L. SCHERZINGER 
Neshanic, NJ 
DIANE M. SEAGER 
Green River, Ut 
WENDY W. SEAMONS 
Burley,ld 
ANTHONY R. SEEGER 
Layton, Ut 
JEFF H. SEEHOLZER 
Logan, Ut 
STEPHEN J. SEILER 
Burlington, NJ 
AHMAD SHAHROKNI 
Dezful, Iran 
SHAHLA SHAHRIARI SHAHROKNI 
Tehran, Iran 
MOHAMMAD SHEIKHIZADEH 
Isefahan, Iran 
IRADJ SHEMIRANI 
Iran 
KIM HOLLIS SHERWOOD 
Salt Lake City, Ut 
CHERYL L. SHIELDS 
Reno, Nv 
LORI E. SHUMWAY 
Garland, Ut 
GHODRATOLLA SIMNEGAR 
Shiraz, Iran 
DANA LEE SIMON 
Pasedena, Ca 
ANN SINGLETON 
West Point, Ut 
THIPAMON SIVAKUA 
Smutprakan, Thailand 
KEVIN B. SKENANDORE 
Brigham, Ut 
CYNTHIA F. SLiND 
Burnsville, Mn 
EDWARD SLOMKA 
Evanston, II 
ERIC VINCENT SMART 
Logan, Ut 
KAREN LEE M. SMITH 
Ogden, Ut 
LYN SMITH 
Salt Lake City, Ut 
REBECCA L. SMITH 
Salt Lake City, Ut 
JOSE ADEL SOL 
Caracas, Venezeula 
LANE R. SORENSEN 
Gunnison, Ut 
LOREEN C. SORENSEN 
Cardston, Alberta, Canada 
BARBARA JEAN SOWERS 
Eden, Ut 
ANN JEANETTE SPENCER 
Sandy, Ut 
R. ALAN SPENDLOVE 
Logan, Ut 
LEANN SPETH 
Logan, Ut 
MARK A. STEINER 
Watertown, Wi 
DONNA STENQUIST 
Tremonton, Ut 
ANN R. STEVENSON 
Ogden, Ut 
CHARLES G. STODDARD 
Brigham City, Ut 
JOSEPH CONDIE STODDARD 
Brigham City, Ut 
MICHAEL R. STOLPE 
North Glen, Co 
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ROCKY STONE 
Tukwila, Wa 
JAMES LOWELL STRATFORD 
Providence, Ut 
MARLIN K. STRUHS 
Tremonton, Ut 
GARY SWIFT 
Ogden, Ut 
HAIDEH NOBARI T ABRIZI 
Logan, Ut 
LANE W. TAGGART 
Salt Lake City, Ut 
WILLIAM GEORGE TATTON 
Price, Ut 
JOHN D. TATUM 
Pi co Rivera, Co 
MOST AFA GHANNAD T AVAKOLI 
Tehran, Iran 
GAYLE T AYLOR 
Sandy, Ut 
TERRI LEE TAYLOR 
Idaho Falls, Id 
LARA DE THOMPSON 
Providence, Ut 
RAY H. THOMPSON 
Provo, Ut 
TIMOTHY J. THOMPSON 
Rochester, NY 
SHELDON ROBERT TIESZEN 
Ogden, Ut 
RICHARD D. TIFFT III 
Pocono Pines, Po 
ROGER K. TOONE 
Bountiful, Ut 
MOHAMMD T AGHI TORABS 
Ahwaz, Iran 
VILAI UERANANT 
Bangkok, Thailand 
OGHALE ISAIAH UGBORO 
Oyede Bendel, Nigeria 
GREG A. UNDERWOOD 
Missoula, Mt 
GERARD F. "JERRY" URLACHER 
Billings, Mt 
RICHARD T. VETTER 
Buffalo, NY 
GEROD A. VICTORINE 
Hilo, Hi 
JOE R. VINSON (JR.) 
EIPaso, Tx 
ROLLAND L. VOlT 
Cleveland, Oh 
HILDA CHILESHE WABO 
Chingola Zambia, C. Africa 
ROBERT D. WADSWORTH 
Maplewood, NJ 
DONNA L. WALKER 
Kenai, Alaska 
SCOTT B. WALKER 
Fort Worth, Tx 
JOHN A. WALPER 
Duchess, Alberta 
BARBARA B. WARBURTON 
Layton, Ut 
DENNIS C. WARNER 
East Berne, NY 
ANDREW S. WATSON 
Fairfield, Mt 
HEIDI H. WELCH 
Ogden, Ut 
TRACY M. WELCH 
Salt Lake City, Ut 
BURDETTE W. WESTON 
Laketown, Ut 
HOLLIDA Y M. WESTON 
Bountiful, Ut 
GREGORY J. WHEELER 
Logan, Ut 
BLAINE L. WHITING 
Neola, Ut 
STEVEN C. WHITNEY 
Pacific Grove, Ca 
MARK E. WILKEY 
Nephi, Ut 
CHRISTOPHER H. WILSON 
South Bend, In 
SIDNEY N. WINWARD 
Centerville, Ut 
EDWARD E. WOFFINDEN 
Logan, Ut 
PETER K. WONG 
Hong Kong 
MARY LYN WORLEY 
Logan, Ut 
THOMAS WILLIAM WRCHOT A 
Oshkosh, Wi 
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ANDREW YUH-JUNG YANG 
Chung-Hwa, Hsin-Chu Taiwan 
L. HUMBERTO YAP-SALINAS 
Huacho Peru, South Amer. 
AIJIRO YORITOMI 
Tokyo, Japan 
ALLEN J. YOUNG 
Heber, Ut 
RICHARD L. YOUNG 
Burley, Id 
GORDON L. YOUNKER 
North logan, Ut 
NORMAN L. ZURN 
Arnolds Park, la 
Highlights 
Of the 
Graduates 
Of 1978 
r ~ 
yrs., Member of Lambda Delta Sigma Sorority, 
Member of the Court of Sigma Gamma Chi. 
AURASTEH, F. Engineering , Ph .D.; Swimming , 
Classical Music. 
AVILES, O. Irrigation Engr., M.S. 
BADIA, J. Plant Science, M.S. 
BALLARD, T. Special & EI. Education, B.S. 
BALLS, S. Distributive Education , B.S.; Member of 
Collegiate DECA Chapter, Enjoy people and life . . 
BAMATRAF, A. Soil Science, M.S. 
BARKHURST, K. Outdoor Recreation, B.S. ; Presi-
dent of the Assoc. of Recreation Students 1976-1978, 
College Council Board Member 197B, interests in-
clude: Skiing, Photography, Nature Study and Service 
to others. 
BARNES, C. Outdoor Recreation Mgt., B.S. 
BARTON, D. Geology, B.S. ; Naomi Peak Geologic 
Society. 
BEAMES, V. Finance, B.S.; Sigma Chi Fraternity. 
BEDINGFIELD, M. Elementary Ed., B.S.; USU 
Symphony, Scuba Diving, Music Education, Thanks 
terrific roommies and neighbors. Beware of llamas! 
BEHUNIN, S. Outdoor Recreation , B.S. ; Intramural 
Sports, Tennis, Skiing, Alfa Zeta , Minor Campus 
Wildlife. 
BENCH, K. Business Admin . , B.S .; Instructor 
Hallology, U.c. Specialist, Jack-of-All-Trades Master 
of None. 
BENNETT, D. Wildlife Science, B.S. Wildlife Science, 
Sailing, Fishing, Hunting . 
BERTIN, C. Business, B.S. 
BEVENGER, G. Forestry, B.S. 
BIESINGER, M. Sociology, B.S. 
BINGHAM, M. Family Human Dev., Bachlers; 
Interests: Cooking, People, Piano. 
BISCHOFF, D. Forest Management, Forest Manage-
ment B.S. 
BISCHOFF, E. Vocal Music Educ., B.A.; Vocal Music 
Scholarship, Chorale, Finalist Robins Award-Talent, 
Student Productions Member. 
BITNER, J. Agricultural Economics, B.S. 
BLANARIK, D. Environmental Health, B.S.; In-
tramural Football, U.S .W.A. # 2501 , Audubon Socie-
ty, Society for Advancement of Management. 
BOEHME, B. ITE , B.S. 
BOHLKE, J. Outdoor Recreation, B.S. 
BOMAN, T. Audiology, Masters; Communicative 
Disorders, B.S. Cum Laude 1977, Blue Key National 
Honor Fraternity. 
BOND, R. Master of Accounting . 
BONDY, E. Irrigation Engr., M.S. 
BONE, D. Fisheries, Wild life Science, I would like to 
thank my friends and Parents for the love and support 
they have given me. 
BOSCARDIN, D. Real Estate, B.S .; G.D.I. , Logan's 
Finest, 915 Canyon Rd , May-Sue-Kay Apart Complex, 
Aspen , Snowbird, Lake Tahoe-Uncle Gino's, Jackson 
r '" Hole, Sun Valley, Hawn's Everclear, East Coast Bud-
dies, Beaver Mt., Dirty Dino, National Tequile Day, 
Graduation, All the times you can't write about, Hang-
ing Pinecones, Parties at 320 W, Rossi-215 Broken, 
Cliff Jumping , Thanks for the good times Mom-Dad 
and Anyone Else. 
BOUDRERO, R. LAEP, B.L.A.; Vice-President Student 
Chapter A.S.L.A., Member Phi Kappa Phi , Phi Eta 
Sigma, Scholastic Fraternaties-Sports, Out of Doors-
Languages, Art. 
BOYLAND, J. Recreation Educ., B.S.; University 
Choir, Campus Gold Girl Scouts. 
BRANHAM, J. Speech Communication, B.S. 
BROWN, J. Dy. Sci. , M.S. ; Spo;ts, Hunting , Dairy 
Cattle, Received W.W. Claypool Scholarship. 
BUCCIERI, M . Environmental Studies, B.S. ; 
Economics Minor, Pre-Law, Member Board of Direc-
tors: Chicago Metropolitan Theatre Guild, Fencing 
Team. 
BUDGE, S. Psychology & Philosophy, B.A.; Psi Chi 
Honor Society President, Member Education Council, 
Psychology Club President, Honor Roll. 
BURBANK, J . Political Science, B.S.; Member of 
Sigma Gamma Chi and Pi Sigma Alpha Political 
Science Honor Society, Sociology Minor. 
BURBANK, K. Education-English, B.S.; Kappa Delta 
Rush Chairman, KLl Chapter President, K6 Alum 
President, Songleading, / Calico Dance Perform'ing 
Co, Alpha Sigma NU, Alpha Lambda Delta, Mortar 
Board, Sigma Gamma Chi Court, American Legion 
Queen, 1M Minor, Cum Laude . 
BURDYL, P. Public Health, B.S.; Awarded Christensen 
Memorial Scholarship (Biology Dept.), Women's 
Volleyball (1977). 
BURNETT, B. Political Science, B.A.; Vice-President, 
Sigma Chi Fraternity, Socials Chairman, Blue Key 
National Honorary Fraternity. 
BYWATER, L. Finance, Acctg-Econ., B.S.-Bus. Ad-
ministration; Sigma Chi Fraternity-President, Blue 
Key National Honor Fraternity, Enjoys Athletic 
Competition. 
CABRAL, J. Environmental Studies, B.S. 
CAIRNS, R. Journalism, Political Science, B.A. ; 
Editor, Student life, Sigma Delta Chi, Alpha Lambda 
Delta , Deseret News Internship. 
CALDERWOOD, W. Mechanical Engineering, B.S.; 
Sigma Chi Fraternity, Blue Key Fraternity, Alpha 
Sigma Nu. 
CALL, D. Plant Sci ., B.S.; Plant Sci. Club. 
CALL, V. Civil and Environmental Engineering, B.S.; 
Activities: Historian, Engineering Council ; Chi Omega 
Sorority, Interests: Piano, Sewing, Camping Ac-
complishments: Chicago Bridge and Iron , Inc. 
Scholarship. 
CARLILE, C. Accounting , B.A.; Assistant to Student 
Body President, Speaker of the House-U .I.A., Faculty 
Evaluation Committee, Blue Key Member . 
CARLILE, D. Dance Ed ., B.A.; Lambda Delta Sigma, 
Orchesis Dance Club, Dances with Calico, U.S.U. Mat 
Maid 74-75, Snow Hall President 1975-76. 
CARLILE, J. Psychology and Social Work, B.S. ; Angel 
Flight area " Little Colonel", Presidents Cabinet, 
A.W.S., Associate Supreme Court Justice, Student 
Representative to Alumni Council. 
CARLISLE, R. Business Administration, B.A.; Delta Phi 
Kappa , Honors Program, LDSSA, Computer Science 
Minor. 
CARR, K. Acctg., Bach .; Blue Key Honor Fraternity; 
Student Body President; Student Senator at Utah Inter-
Collegiate Assembly; EnthusiastiC Participant in all 
Sports; Passed Real Estate Agent Exam. 
CARRASCO, S. Irrigation Engr., M.S. 
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CARTER, A. Biology, B.S.; Phi Eta Sigma, Sigma 
Gamma Chi, Honors Program. 
. CASTLETON, R. Special Ed. , B.S.; Jazz Ensemble, 
Student Government, Sigma Gamma Chi, School Ser-
vices Special Projects Coordinator, Assistant-Alumni 
Association . 
CAUSSIN, E. Prod . Management, B.S.; My Favorite 
Hobbies are Chess, Karate & Marksmanship . I like to 
Travel. I would like to work in different parts of the 
world . 
CHAMBERS, C. Civil Engineering , B.S.; Vice Presi-
dent of Tau Beta Pi, Vice President of S.W.E., Student 
Member of A.S.C.E., Most loveable, exciting engineer-
ing student of the year. 
CHAPPLE, B. History, B.S. ; Member of Sigma Gam-
ma Chi , Served on University Physical Resources Plan-
ning Committee, Active in Institute leadership, Helped 
with Muscular Dystrophy Event. 
CHASE, L. Wildlife Science, B.S.; Alpha Lambda 
Delta , Xi Sigma Pi. 
CHEN, W. Chemistry, M.S. 
CHENG, L. Nutrition & Food Science, B.S.; 1FT, 
AHEA, NHHEF, Table Tennis, Swimming. 
CHILDRESS, S. Elementary Ed . and Psych., B.S.; A 
Member of Angel Flight, Philanthropy Officer in Kap-
pa Delta Sorority, A Member of Psi Chi Honor Frater-
nity, A Member of Alpha Sigma Nu Senior Honory, 
Served on STAB Hospitality Committee, A Member of 
Alpha lambda Delta , Past Officer of lambda Delta 
Sigma. 
CHRISTIANSON, G. Automotive & Diesel Tech., B.S.; 
Known as " Paco", Member of S.A.E ., Participant in in-
turmural Sports, Recognized for Hub Activities and all 
around girl chasing. 
CHU, I. Economics, M.S. 
CHUANG, D. Chemistry, M.Sc .; Running , Swimming, 
Chemistry-Studying, Human-loving . 
COBURN, M. Wildlife Science, B.S.; Volunteer, 
Alpha lamda Delta Honor Society. 
CONROY, L. Physical Education, B.S. 
COOK, B. Geology, M.S.; Hard Rocks, Naomi Peak 
Geological Society, Honor Student, TGIF Society. 
CORNIA, E. Wildlife Science, B.S.; Completed both 
Fisheries and Terrestrial Options, 3.36 GPA. 
CRAW, G. Sociology, B.S.; Athletics, Gymnastics, 
Women & Candlel ight etc., love Disco Dancing . 
CREMER, C. Physical Education , B.S.; Junior Varsity 
Volleyball 1974-75, Physical Education Majors and 
Minors Club Pemm. 
CROCKETT, C. English, B.S.; Graduated Cum Laude 
1976-BS in English, Minor in Health Ed ., AXO, lamb-
da Iota Tau, Woman of the Year 1975, Currently 
working on a Masters in English . 
CUNIO, J. Forestry, B.S.; Activities: Forestry Club, 
Western Assoc. Forestry Clubs, NR. College Council. 
DABDOUB, M. Applied Statistics, M.Sc .; Got his 
B.Sc. Degree in Agriculture from Mosul University. His 
M.S. degree in Applied Statistics, Utah State Universi· 
ty. 
DANJUMA, D. Range Science, B.Sc. ; Interests, Ten-
nis. 
DAVELlNE, K. Civil Engineering , B.S. 
DAVIDSON, R. Electrical Engineering , B.S.; Member: 
Tau Beta Pi Honors Engineering Society, IEEE, USU 
Publications Board, Minor: Computer Science. 
DAVIEAU, L. MBA, Shooting Rifle, Shotgun, Pistol, 
Camping, Skiing, Waterskiing, Archery, Tennis, 8ad· 
minton , Motorcycles. 
Treasurer of state council of SCEC, Fencing instructor 
76-78, Ma rching Band 76-77. 
DE JONG, J. Dairy Science, B.S.; U.S.U. Dairy Judg-
ing Team, Intramural Sports, Ice Hockey, Minor Cam-
pus Wildlife . 
DELAMARE, S. Physical Education , B.S.; Alpha Chi 
Omega Sorority, Womens Intercollegiate Athletics-
Basketball and Volleyball, USU Intramural Student 
Administrator, Physical Education Majors Club. 
DENKERS, D. Geography, B.S.; President Phi Sigma 
Kappa Fraternity (Univ. of Utah), Member Gamma 
Theta Upsilon (International Geographical Soc. ), Se-
cond Degree (B.S.) in Entomology, Interests: Art, 
Photog raphy, Biology. 
DENNIS, M. Social Work, FHD, B.S.; Active in 
Women's Center, Volunteer Work . 
DEY, R. Biology (Plant Pathology), M.S.; Maintained 
4.0 GPA all through school was crowned International 
Queen USU 1976, Included in 43rd Edition of Who's 
Who in American Univ. & Colleges, Passed with First 
Class First Honors-in Botany From Calcutta Un iv. 
India, Love to Swim, Play Tennis and Ping Pong . 
DIEPEVEEN, R. Accounting, B.S.; Member of Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon Fraternity. 
DJAFARI, M. Watershed, M.S. 
DOWNING, R. Irrigation Eng., M.S. 
DRENNEN, G. Range Science, B.S.; Mine land 
Reclamation, Hunting, Fishing, Scuba Diving . 
DUNKLEY, C. Finance, B.S. 
DUNN, C. Communication , Masters; NA 
EASTERMAN, S. Sociology, B.S. ; logan City Police 
Reserve, U.S.U. Forestry Club, Dean's list, Outdoor 
Sports. 
EBIN, C. Wildlife Science, B.S.; Vice-President, 
Nigerian Students Union in Americas logan Chapter 
1975-76., Nigerian Representative on the Inter-
national Students Council 1976-78. 
EDWARDS, D. Civil Engineering, B.S.; Tau Beta Pi, 
ASCE. 
EDWARDS, V. Special Education, B.S.; Active 
Member of Student Council for Exceptional Children 
(SCEC), Treasurer SCEC 1976-1977. 
ELMORE, S. Wildlife Sc ience , M.S. ; Honors 
Graduate, 3 Publications in Biology, Intramural 
Champion- Badminton, Archery, Basketball, Trap 
and Skeet Shooting . 
EMMONS, D. Psyc.; Working W/ Children, Behavior 
Consultant at Utah School for the Deaf, Psi Chi . 
EREKSON, N. Business Adm., B.S. ; President-Alpha 
Theta Chapter, Alpha Kappa Psi , Professional Business 
Fraternity. 
ESKANDAR, F. Political Science, B.S. 
ESPINOZA, F. Animal Science, B.S. ; Sport-
Coordinator I.S.A., Senior Player U.S.U. Soccer Team, 
Member of Venezuelan Student Association . 
FAIRBANKS, N. Civil Engineering, B.S. 
FAPOHUNDA, H. Ag r. & Irrig . Engineering , PH.D.; 
Table Tennis, Member, American Soc. of Agric . 
Engineers. 
FARNSWORTH, R. Auto-Diesel Tech., Bachelor's. 
FARR, C. Political Science, B.S.; Presidents Cabinet 
'74, '75:76, S.T.A.B. Special Events Chairman '76-'77, 
Student Development Fund Director '76-'77, 
A.S.U.S.U. Executive Council 1977-1978, Member 
Lambda Delta Sigma and Pi Sigma Alpha . 
FARRINGTON, L. Math, BA Secondary Ed. ; Honors 
Program. 
FASTHORSE, J. Sociology, BA 
Flying , Flying, Four Times Honor Roll USU . 
FORTIER, S. Biology, B.S.; Honor Roll. 
FREDIN, C. EI. Ed.-E.C.E., B.S. 
FREEMAN, G. Ag . & Irr. Engineering, B.S.; Student 
Chapter A.S.A.E. , Sigma Gamma Chi, Tau Beta Pi. 
GARBETT, J. Special Education , M.S. 
GARDINER, D. Soil Science, B.S. 
GARDNER, D. Accounting, B.A. 
GASSER, E. Forest Recreation; University Chorale 
and Madrigals, Presidents' Cabinet, Utah Inter-
collegiate Association, USU lifeguard , Dean's list, 
ASUSU Distinguished Service Award, Nominee ASUSU 
Dedication Award and Outstanding Personal Con-
tribution . 
TABATABAIE, J . Supervision and Curriculum 
Development, EDD.; From Tabriz Iran B.S. in 
Geology from University of Tabriz, B.S. in Elementary 
Education from U.S.U., M.S. in Human and Family 
Development from U.S.U. 
GESSEL, K. Elementary Education, B.A. ; Elementary 
Education B.A., SNEA Secretary. 
GIANOLl, R. Industrial & Technical Ed ., Master of In-
dustrial Ed. ; Outdoor Activities, Antique Automobile 
Restoration , Have Been on leave from teaching posi-
tion at Kelseyville High School, California . 
GOLAFSHANS, A. Civil Engineering, B.S.; I would 
like to appreciate Dr. Christensen and Flammer for 
every things they have done . 
GOUDREAU, B. Wildlife Science, B.S. ; Intramurals, 
Photog raphy, Hiking, Deans Honor Roll. 
GRAMLICH, C. Wildlife Science, B.S.; Hunting, 
Fishing, Sports, Girls. 
GREEN, J. Home Ec. Ed ., B.S. 
GREENWOOD, R. Civil & Environmental Eng . M.S.; 
ASCE Vice President-1975-76, Rugby Player 1973-
74 & 1974-75, Interests: Snow Skiing, Water Skiing, 
Camping, Traveling. 
GREER, R. Biology, M.S.; Enjoy all Types of Outdoor 
Activities, Especially the Winter Sports, Reading, 
School. 
GRIFFITHS, S. Psychology, B.S.; Intramurals Chair-
man for Zeta Phi in lambda Delta Sigma. 
GUBLER, E. Pre-Vet, B.S. Biology. 
GUBLER, L. Consumer Economics & Family Finance, 
Masters; U.S.U. Extension Home Economist. 
HADFIELD, K. Business Administration , Bachelors. 
HAJJ, W. Irrigation, M.S. ; Soccer, Swimming, 
Research on Infiltration. 
HALL, A. Speech Education , B.A.; Kappa Delta , 
lambda' Delta Sigma, USU Honors Program, Universi-
ty Singers, Debate Team. 
HAN, S. Plant Science, M.S. ; Music, Reading , Bowl-
ing . 
HANCOCK, D. Chemistry, B.S.; American Chemical 
Society Analytical Award, AFROTC Corps Com-
mander, 1978 Air Force Assembly Delegate, Arnold 
Air Society, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Fraternity. 
HANSON, G. Pre Medical Biology, B.S.; Second Ma-
jor: Medical Technology, Undergraduate Research in 
Reproductive Physiology. 
HARDER, V. Public Relations, HASS; AWS Public 
Relation ist, STAB Ochesis Hospitality Chairperson, Chi 
Omega, Sigma Alpha Epsilon little Sister, Outstan-
ding Chi Omega, Aggie Preview Co-Hostess, 
Chaparrells Cultural Committee, Sigma Delta Chi. 
HARDIN, J. Instructional Media, M. Ed .; Instructional 
Media Assoc, Utah Educational Media Assoc, Grad, 
Asst. at Ronald V. Jensen living Historical Farm. 
DEAN, L. Marketing, B.S.; Friday Afternoon Del Mar FELT, A. Marketing, Bachelors; Interests include ski- HARDIN, L. Secondary Educ., B.S. ; Instructional 
Club. ing , tennis, golf. Media Assoc, Utah Educational Media Assoc. 
DEBORD, T. Special Education , B.S. ; President of FERNUIK, R. Aeronautics, B.S.; Clubs: USU Flying HARDING, S. Education, B.A.; I like outdoor ac-
Newman Club 77-78, Member USU Chapter of SCEC, Techs, Bridgerland Flying Club, Interests: Aerobatic tivities. I like to travel very much . 
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HARRIS, J . Household Econ . & Mgmnt., B.S.; Varsity 
Band, Head Cheerleader. 
HART, M. Mfg . Engineering; Lambda Delta Sigma, 
Angel Flight, SME, SWE, Read ing, Diving , Walking . 
HARVELL, D. Journalism, B.S.; I completed college in 
five years with five different majors, this has to be a 
record , actually I've done nothing that was Un iversity-
affiliated . 
HASFURTHER, K. Civil & Environmental Engineering, 
B.S. ; Member of ASCE, Treasurer-Tau Beta Pi 
Honorary Fraternity. 
HATCH, E. 
HATCH, K. Health Education, B.S. 
HATHAWAY, B. Economics, B.S .; Air Force 
ROTC-Superio r Performance, Arnold Air 
Society- Wing Commander, LDS-Executv ie 
Secretary, Temple & Geneology Advisor, Interests: Fly-
ing, Water Skiing, Music. 
HAWKES, D. Elementary Educ., Bachelor; Received 
an Academic Scholarship when I Came to School, Also 
Received a State Normal Scholarship, Have Main-
tained 3.6 GPA and have been on Honor Roll. 
HEINTZ, G . Landscape Architecture & Environmental 
Planning, B.S.; Landscape Architecture & Environmen-
tal Planning , B.S. , Skiing, Intramurals, Business, Travel. 
HELM, W. Forest Management, B.S.; Nitty Gritty In-
tramural , Forestry Summer Camp 1975. 
HENDRICKS, L. Elementary Education, B.S.; USU 
Symphony Orchestra, Lambda Delta Sigma , 
Winner-Education Week Spelling Bee. 
HENRIE, M. Mech. Engr., B.S.; Sigma Nu Fraternity, 
Interfraternity Council President, Blue Key Fraternity, 
Student Gov!. 
HERBERT, R. Aeronautics, B.S. ; USU Rifle Team, To 
be a Marine Corps Officer and Pilot. 
HEWSON, S. Outdoor Recreation, B.S. 
HIGBEE, S. Business Administration, B.S.; Minor in 
Computer Science. 
HOEDT, J . Outdoor Recreation, B.S.; Karate, Dan-
ci ng , Audubon Society. 
HOLLEY, K. Art Education, B.F.A. ; If Theres a Ball of 
Yarn Around and Some Knitting Needles Close at 
Hand I feel at Home. 
HOLT, D. Distributive Ed ., B.S.; Cultral Committee, 
University Chorale, Sounds of Zion , DECA. 
HOUSTON, P. Family & Human Devel., B.S.; New-
man Club Vice President. 
HOWELL, J . Business Education, B.S.; Mortar Board, 
Phi Beta Lambda , Dance, Honor Student, Parliamen-
ta ry Procedures . 
HOYT, D. Public Health, B.S. 
HUBBARD, J . Outdoor Recreation, B.S. 
HUESTIS, G . Agronomy, B.S.; Interests Include: 
Botany, Photography, Soccer, Cycling , Surfing. 
HUGGARD, J. Welding Technology, B.S.; Activities: 
Treasurer American Welding Society, Skiing, Hunting, 
Fishing , Accomplishments: Three Times Deans Honor 
Roll, 3.7 Major GPA. 
HUNDERFUND, K. Wildlife, B.S.; American Fisheries 
Society. 
HUPPI J. LAEP, B.L.A.; Student Member ASLA. 
HUTSON, G . FNS, M.S. 
IBRAHIM, M. Accounting, M. Sc.; Football, Cam-
pi ng , Fishing . 
IBRAHIM, U. Wildlife Science, B.Sc.; Lawn Tennis, 
Picnicking , Watching Animals, Photography, President 
of the Nigerian Students Associaton in America, Logan 
Chapter. 
INNES, W. Biology, B.S.; Blue Key National Honor 
Fraternity, Rugby Team, Sigma Gamma Chi. 
INNOCENTI, M. Psychology, Graduate Student. 
ISAMAN, R. Forest-Range Management, B.S. 
ISRAELSEN, L. Political Science, B.S. ; Member Pi 
Sigma Alpha, Member Student Association Council. 
ISRAELSEN, N. Chemistry, B.S.; Ned did Chemistry 
Research, Taught Chemistry Labs, and was active in 
school affairs. He studied Electronics, Math, Econ., 
Physics, Language, Engl ish , and Pol itical Science. 
JABBOURI, S. Watershed Science, M.Sc. ; President 
of Organization of Arab Students, Member of Inter-
national Council Association . 
JACK, 0 _ Vet. Sci., B.Sc.; Vet. Sci . 
JACOBSON, K. Forestry, B.S.; Forestry Summer 
Camp 76. 
JAMES, J . Biology, B.S.; Chaparelles, 1976, 1977. 
JAY, B. Outdoor Rec., B.S. 
JENSEN, L. Plant Science, M.S. 
JENSON, J . Wildlife & Range. B.S. 
JOHNSON, C. Aero Tech., 2nd. 
JOHNSON, D. English, B.S. 
JOHNSON, K. Electrical Eng ., B.S.; Hobb ies, 
Woodworking, Hunting , Fishing, Hiking . 
JOHNSON, M. Electrical Engineering , B.S.; Rifle 
Team Captain , Scuba Diving . 
JOHNSON, N. Accounting, Bachelor's; Alpha Lamb-
da Delta, Beta Alpha Psi, Member of Chorale 1975-
1978, Sec-Treas. Chorale '77-'78, ASUSU Financial 
Board '77-'78, Intramural Sports, Big-Brother Big-
Sister Program, Grade pt. 3.5 . 
JONES, C. Electrical Engineering , Master of 
Engineering; Hobbies, Photography, Backpacking, 
Cross Country Skiing. 
KAMITANI, Y. Finance, 2nd B.S.; I really enjoyed 
studying here in USU! 
KAMIYA T. Economics, 2nd B.S. 
KAP, T. Elementary Education, B.S. ; Skiing , Swim-
ming , I'd like to thank my parents for all of the love 
and support that they have given me throughout my 
life . 
KAVEH, F. Irrigation Engineering, Ph .D. 
KAZEMI, A. Economics, Ph .D. ; Thanks to U.S.U. and 
Economics Department. 
KEERATIWEKIN, Y. Accounting, M.Ac . 
KERR, S. Political Science (Pre-Law), B.A. ; Distinguish-
ed Military Graduate, Commisioned 2nd Lt. U.S. Ar-
my, Graduate Utah Police Academy Bridger Ranger 
Commander, ROTC Battalion Commander. 
KHANGARI, T. Aeronautics, B.S. ; Ski, Horse Riding, 
Traveling . 
KIDAMBI, R. Food Science, M.S.; B.Sc. From Andhra 
University , M .S. in Dairy Microbiology from 
Kurukshetra Univ. (N.D.R.I. ) Likes to Play Cricket & 
Ping Pong. 
KIM, J . Instructional Media, Med. 
KIM, S. Sociology, Ph .D. 
KIMBALL, K. Civil and Environmental Engr., M.S.; 
B.A. Carleton College, M.S. University of Illinois, Phi 
Kappa Phi. 
KING, D. 
KING, K. Business, B.S. 
KIRBY, A. Clothing & Textiles, B.A. ; Alpha Chi 
Omega 4 yrs., Angel Flight, Helped Special Olympics. 
KLECA, J. 
KNORR, L. Physical Education , B.S., Working on 
Masters. 
KOKER, S. Psychology, Child Dev., B.S.; Psi Chi 
Honors Society. 
KORDESTANI, B. Master of Accounting, M.A.; Tennis 
is my favorite sport. I am interested in Movies and 
Music. 
KRAUS, M. Office Adm ., B.S.; Phi Beta Lambda. 
KRAUS, P. Business Adm ., M.B.A.; Mechanical 
Engineer, Senior Pro ject Engineer with Thiokol's Logan 
Div. 
r 
KRISHNA, H. Ag . & Irrig . Engineering , Ph .D.; B.S. 
(India) 1967, M.S. (Kansas State) 1971 , Agricultural 
Engineer, ICRISAT, 1972-76, Member Am. Soc. Ag . 
Engr ., Am. Water Res. Assn . Soil Cons. Soc. America . 
KROGUE, L. Automotive Technology, B.S. ; Student 
Trainee at Defense Depot Ogden, Ut., Teacher Assis-
tant for Bridgerland Vocational School- Jr. year. 
KYEI, N. Agricultural Machinery, M.S.; Obtained 
B.S. in 1971 at UST, Kumasi Ghana , Project Counter-
part to FAO, UNDP Mechan ization in Ghana , 
experience include Training in Kenya, East Africa, 
Loves Music & Fishing . 
LAN, F. Social Work, B.A.; Student Representative for 
the Department of Sociology, Anthropology and 
Social Work on the Student Council (HASS). 
LANZA, R. Irrigation Eng., M.S. 
LARSON, C. Civil & Environmental Engineering , B.S.; 
ASCE Student Chapter, President, Member Tau Beta 
Pi. 
LARSON, C. Accounting , B.S.; Intramural Sports, 
Beta Alpha Psi, ASUSU Financial Board, Skiing, 
Motorcycles. 
LAST, G. Appl ied Statistics, B.S.; Vice-President, 
Alpha Epsilon Delta , Member, Mu Sigma Rho. 
LAST, P. Med. Technology, B.S. 
LAW, N. Chemistry, B.S. 
LECK, G . M.B.A.; Graduate Assistant-Business 
Dept. 
LEE, L. Nutrition and Food Sciences, M.S. ; Member of 
1FT., Music, I like to show my special appreciation to 
my Major Professor, Dr. Von. T. Mendenhall. 
LEIDICH, C. Music Education; Student Government, 
Association for Women Students 4 yrs. AWS President 
1977-78, Lambda Delta Sigma, Court of Sigma Gam-
ma Chi. 
LEMON, D. Physics, Ph .D.; Scholar of the Year in 
1974, Phi Kappa Phi Graduate Magna Cum Laude, 
Vice President of LDSSA, President of the Society of 
Physics Students and L nL 
LEPPERT, D. Geology, B.S.; Naomi Peak Geological 
Society-VP 75 & 77, USU Chess Championship 76 & 
77 , Outstanding Student in Geology, Hard Rocks 
Honor Student TGIF Society. 
LEUNAMEKUL, A. BA.; B.S.; Member of Inter-
national Student Council 76-78, President of THAI 
Students Ass.c. 1977-78. 
LIEN, D. Outdoor Recreation, B.S.; Big Brother, 
Association of Recreation Students, MD Dance-a-thon, 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Intramurals, Skiing, University 
Choir, Guitar. 
LOW, R. !TE, B.S. ; Two Year Drafting Degree. 
LYMAN, R. Psy., B.A. 
MALEK, A. Watershed Science, Ph .D.; B.S. 
Agricultural Engineering Univ. of Tehran , M.S. 
Watershed Science, Utah State University, Presently 
working on Ph .D. Dessertation at Utah Water 
Research Laboratory. 
MAM, K. Accounting, M.S.; Accounting Major M.S., 
Business Administration, Minor. 
MANNER, J . English as a Second Language, M.A. 
MAPHIS, S. LAEP, LAEP "BLA"; President & Captain 
USU Ski Team. 
MASSON, S. Fashion Merchandising , B.A.; Del Mar 
Club-Friday Afternoon's , OMW's. 
AZIZI, S. Civil Engineering, B.S.; ASCE. Member, 
Soccer, Swimming, Karate, Chess. 
MC CLELLAN, P. Microbiology, Masters. 
MC COMB, T. Office Administration, B.S. 
MC FARLAND, D. EI. Ed ., B.S.; Intramurals, Dean's 
List, Honor Student. 
MC HARDY, R. IT-Aero, B.S.; A & P License, Private 
Pilot License, Instrument & Commercial Pilots License, 
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Multi-engine reting, Bridgerland Aero Club, Skiing, 
Hiking, Aircraft Aerobatics. 
MC KENNA, G. Wildlife Sci ., B.S.; Fishing, Archery, 
Aquatic Sports. 
MC QUAID, D. Plant Sci. , B.S.; Boston to logan in 
the Bomber, Room 728, My 5 crazy roommates who 
let the good times roll, Ski-Yes Sir Aspen, Burke Mt., 
lake Tahoe, Mon Santa, Sun Valley, The Bird , and 
Beaver, East Coast never dies, 320 West, 1 st South, 
Honeycomb Kid, Boogie Snakeing, The Great Flood, 
Thanks to all the people who backed me and enabled 
me to attend U.S.U., Thanks Again . 
MERRILL, S. Elementary Ed ., B.S.; Graduated from 
Caldwell High School , Caldwell , 10. Attended Ricks 
College from 1974-1976, transferred to USU in1976. 
MICKELSON, T. Agriculture Education, B.S.; Ag 
Council, Alpha Tau Alpha . 
MIRAFZAL, S. CEE, B.S.; ASCE Member. 
MITCHELL, C. Applied Biology, B.S. ; Biological 
Sciences, Pest Management, Interests include music, 
literature and dance. 
MOAHLOLl, C. Agronomy, Bs . A.; School Soccer 
Player, Vice President of African Student Association, 
Interested in Corrisponding with more People Inter-
nationally. 
MOFFITT, C. Accounting, B.A. ; Treasurer-Alpha 
Kappa Psi, Charter Member-Beta Alpha Psi. 
MOFFITT, J. Social Studies Education , B.S.; Socials 
Officer in Xi-Eta Chapter of lambda Delta Sigma. 
MOHLMAN, K. MBA, MBA; Member-MBA Associa-
tion, Project-Cantwell Brothers, B.S. Business Manage-
ment. 
MOHSENI, A. Political Science, B.A.; Named in 
"Who's Who in American Colleges & Univ., Involved in 
Student Gov., Mem. of IK Frat. & SAE Frat. 
MOK, S_ Finance, B.S.; Football, ~wimming, Travell-
ing Management, Scout leader, -Treasurer of Chinese 
Student Assoc. 
MONTALVO, E. Economics, B.S. 
MOORE, A. Early Childhood Ed., Teaching Cer-
tificate. 
MOORE, S. Aeronautics, Aeronautical Technology; 
USU Wrestling Team, USU Rifle Team. 
MORALES, R. Soil and Bimet, M.S. 
MORILLA, A. Agricultural Economics, M.A.L 
MORITA, J. Accounting, 2's B.S. 
MUHLESTEIN, J_ Music Education, B.S.; Marching 
Band, Concert Band, Jazz Band. 
NAKHATA, N. Animal Science, Ph .D. 
NASSEHZADEH-TABRIZI, A. Irrigation and 
Drainage Engineering, Ph.D.; M.S. Degree in Irriga-
tion and Drainage Engineering , M.S. Degree in 
Hydraulics Engineering, Member of American Society 
of Agricultural Engineers, Member of American Socie-
ty of Civil Engineers. 
NAVRATIL, S. Photography, B.F.A.; Extraordinary 
Minister, Catholic Church, Photography Emphasis is 
Female Portraits and Fashion. 
NAVRATIL, T. History, M.A.; BS '50, MF (Forestry) 
'52 University of Montana, Employed by U.S. Forest 
Service As Director of the Visitor Information Services 
and Forest History Programs for the Intermountain 
Reg ion. 
NEILSON, C. Physical Education , M.E.D., B.S. in 
Recreation Teaching Creditial Secondary Ed.; Member 
of Tennis, Golf, Volleyball, Intercollegiate Teams, 
Much thanks go to Departments of HPER and Secon-
dary Ed., Personal Thanks go to my Parents Mr . & Mrs. 
Neilson . 
NELSON, C. Elementary, Early Childhood Education, 
B.S.; B.S. Elem. & Early Childhood Ed ., Member of 
Alpha lambda Delta, Member of lambda Delta 
Sigma, Waterskiing, Dancing, Sewing. 
NEWMYER, J. Ag. Education , B.S.; Reporter for USU 
Agricultural Technology Club 1976-77. 
NIELSON, K. Business Ed ., Assoc.; A member of 
Angel Flight, Officer 2 years, Comptroller & Executive, 
lambda Delta Sigma, a Member of PBl, Repelling , 
Water Skiing, Belly Dancing, Dancing, Music. 
NIELSEN, L. Business Administration, B.S.; Avid 
Sports enthusist, Alpha Kappa Psi , Business Fraternity. 
NOBATA, T. Marketing , 2nd B.S.; What a nice 
College U.S.U. is!! I really had a good time. Thank 
You . 
NOLlSA, C. N.F.S., B.S. 
NYBORG, K. Fashion Merchandising , B.A.; 
Aggiettes, Dancing, All Sports . 
NYBORG, M. Accounting , B.A.; Pres. Beta Alpha Psi, 
Member Blue Key, Member ASUSU Cabinet, USU 
Volleyball Club, All Sports. 
NYBORG, P. 
OBRAY, K. Special Education, Master; College 
Honor Roll , Girls Track Team, Varsity Prep Band, Girls 
Intramurals Sports. 
OKURE S. Wildlife Management, B.S.; Member 
American Fisheries Society, President, (1976-77) 
logan Chapter, Nigerian Students Union in the 
Americas Inc . 
OLMOS, C. Agriculture Economics, M.A.L 
OLSEN, J . Clothing Textiles, Fashion Merchandising; 
Alpha Chi Omega. President, Alpha Sigma Nu, 
Homecoming Co-Chairmen, Greek Woman of the 
Year, Pan hellenic Pres. 
ONGSAKUL, A. Personnel Industrial Relation, B.S. 
ORROCK, J. Accounting, B.S. ; Co-ordinator of 
Information-Referral Helpline, Chairman of Fi.ne Arts 
lecture Committee, Beta Alpha Psi, Intramural Sports. 
OWUSU, R. Marketing, M.B.A.; U.S.U. Track Team 
lettered Admiring Nature, Hiking, Made the Deans 
list in 1977/ 78. 
PADUNGCHAI, S. Economics, Ph .D. 
PALMER, D. Theatre Arts, B.A.; I'm just happy to be 
here. 
PANTING, C. Animal Science Pre-Vet Option, B.S.; 
Pre Veterinary Science Club, Jogging, Basketball, 
Reading Fiction. 
PARKER, K. Elementary Education , B.S.; Head Varsi-
ty Basketball Manager for 3 years, State Normal 
Scholarship. 
PASOAGA, T. 
PASSAVANT, C. Cheimstry, B.S.; B.S. Biology 1976. 
PASTOR, L. Outdoor Recreation, B.S. ; Nordic Ski 
Instructor, Coordinator of Outdoor Program, Moun-
tain Guide, "Get high on Mountains", B.S. Outdoor 
Recreation, Natural Resource Management. 
PATE, M. Electrical Engr., Masters; Member: LE .E.E., 
Member: A.E.D.L, Member: TBI1 
PATTERSON, L. Ind . Tech. Ed ., B.S. 
PERKINS, C. Accounting , B.A.; Beta Alpha Psi. 
PETERSON, B. Agri. Business, B.S.; Fishing, Hunting, 
Skiing . 
PETERSON, J. landscape Architecture and En-
vironmental Planning, B.L.A.; Dean's list 1976-77, 
Transfer Student, C.B. Radio, Kathy, Kristi , Cynthia . 
PETTERSON, D. Agricultural Economics, M.S. ; 
Agricultural Council 75-77, livestock Judging Team 
1975. 
PETTINGILL, C. Illustration, B.A. 
PHELPS, S. Early Childhood Ed., B.S.; lDSSA Service 
Committee Chairperson, Student Body Officer '76-'77, 
Mortar Board President '77-'78, Finalist-Woman of 
the Year '76 and '77. 
PHILLIPS, D. Biology, Ph.D. 
PIGGOTT, J. Business Education, B.S.; Member of Phi 
Beta lambda, Member of lambda Delta Sigma, Zeta 
Phi Chapter, Graduate of Ricks College Where a 
member of the Vikaliers . 
PITCHER, D. Thart & Comm . , B.A .; 
Sports-Coaching, Teaching School In Readers 
Tharter Group, Plays. 
POINTEL, M. Wildlife Sc., B.S. 
POPOVICH, M. Forest Management, B.S.; Born 
Again Christian, Member U.S.U. Rugby Team, Alpha 
Chi Omega Favorite Guy. 
POPPLETON, 5'. Office Adminiltration, B.S .; 
Athletics-Basketball, Softball, Tennis. 
POTTER, D. Home Economics Ed ., Bachelor; Alpha 
Chi Omega Sorority, Angel Flight, Home Ec., Rodeo 
Club, Interests: People, Sewing, Skiing, Singing. 
PRENDERGAST, T. Special Education, M.Ed . 
PUCEL, P. Physics, B.A.; Skiing, Gourmet Cooking, 
Travel, Backgammon, Chess, Dancing, Music, French 
language & Culture. 
PUTNAM, L. Animal Sci., B.S; Sigma Nu Fraternity. 
RAMONES, R. Irrigation Science, M.S. 
RANDELL, H. Geography, B.S.; From a small town, 
Eunice, la o and Chairperson of the Black Student 
Union for 1977-1978 school year. I enjoy beautiful 
people. 
REED, J . English, M.A.; Involved with ASUSU Activity 
Committee, Interested in Sports and Music, Member of 
lamda Iota Tau , Has Held Various Dorm and Com-
munity leadership Positions. 
READ JR., R. Electrical Eng ., B.S.E.E. 
REES, D. Applied Biology Pest Management, B.S.; En-
tomology Club. 
RICKERT, P. Elem. Ed . & Early Childhood, B.S. 
RICKS, D. Elementary Education, Bachelors. 
RINDELS, M. Forest Management, Master of 
Forestry; Graduate Council 1976-77, Academic Board 
1976-77. 
RINGER, M. Business Education, B.S.; PBl Member 
and Committee Chairman, Mortar Board Member. 
RINGER, M. Biology (Pre· Dent); Biology, B.S.; Phi 
Kappa Pi , Blue Key National Honor Fraternity. 
RIVAS, C. Irrigation Engr, M.S. 
RIVERA, R. Applied Statistics, B.S.; Mu Sigma Rho 
Statistics Honor Society, President of the Statistics 
Club, Honors Program, Science Council, Jogging, 
Swimming , Skiing, Tennis. 
RODDY, D. Forestry, B.S.; Participated in Field 
Hockey as a club and Intercolleg iate Sport for 2 Years, 
was the School Mascot for 2 Years, Won the W.LA. 
Independent league Trophy. 
ROE, D. Outdoor Recreation, B.S.; Alpine Club Of-
ficer, BYU, Climbing, Backpacking, Skiing, lOS Mis-
sion to New England, Employed NPS. 
RUSMEEHATTHAKARN, O. Accounting , Master; 
Coming to the State was a Great Experience . I Will 
Never Forget, I'd like to Thank All My Professors, 
Especially Dr. Hale, and the Flammers. 
SAGHEI, M. Computer Science, B.S.; To My Parents 
and love You All "Friends", Thanks from C.S & M.F.G . 
Department. 
SCHAEFER, M. Special Education, B.S.; Volunteer 
Services-Big Brother; Resource Referral; Help-line; 
Special Olympics, Student Council for Exceptional 
Children, Summer in logan, long live "Happy 
Valley". 
SCHERZINGER, A. CEE, B.S.; Member Tau Beta Pi 
Engineering Honor Society, Active in ASCE. 
SEAGER, D. Sp. Path ., B.S.; Alpha Sigma Nu-Sec, 
USU Cheerleader, USU Speech & Hearing Assoc . Sec., 
Utah Intercollegiate Assembly, 4-H Safety Assistant, 
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I.M. Softball, Symphonic Bond, Working on MS. Sp. 
Path . 
SEAMONS, W. Medical Dietetics, B.S.; Member of 
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority. 
SEEGER, A. Biology, B.S.; Sigma Nu Fraternity, 
Honors. 
SEEHOLZER, J. Rec. Ed ., B.S.; Sigma Chi Fraternity. 
SEILER, S. Geography, B.S.; Music Composition, Or-
namental Horticulture, Martial Arts, Canoeing, Cross 
Country Skiing. 
SHAHROKNI, A. Economics, Ph . D.; Job 
Backgrounds: Former Ass't Director Mgr, International 
Advertising Ass'n. Iron Chapter, Economic Researcher, 
JETRO Tehran Office, Like Traveling, Skiing, Meeting 
different cultures. 
SHAHROKNI, S. Economics, Ph.D. 
SHEIKHIZADEH, M. CEE, B.S.; Muslim Student 
Association V.P., Interested in Soccer & Swimming. 
SHEMIRANI, I. Physics, B.A., B.S. ; Tennis, Ski, Human 
Relations. 
SHERWOOD, K. Environmental Eng., M.S.; Likes to 
Ski, Scuba and Canoe. 
SHIELDS, C. Forest Management, B.S.; Interests: Ski-
ing, Hiking, Flying Small Planes. 
SHUMWAY, L. Early Ch. & EI. Ed., B.S.; USU 
Cheerleader, USU Song leader. 
SIMNEGAR, G. Economics, Ph.D.; Skiing, Tennis, 
Jogging, Pool. 
SIMON, D. Recreation Ed., B.S. 
SINGLETON, A. Accounting, Bachelors; Rich Hall 
Dorm Officer, Music Minor, Business Administration, 
Piano-Choir. 
SIVAKUA, T. Organic Chemistry, Ph.D. 
SKENANDORE, K. Psychology, B.S.; Sigma Chi 
Member, Major-Psychology, Minor-Business, 
Interests, Basketball, Baseball, Outdoor Recreation. 
SLlND, C. Recreation Education, B.S.; Big Brother, 
Big Sister Policy Board. 
SLOMKA, E. Geography, B.S. 
SMART, E. Pre-Med., B.S.; Executive Vice President 
ASUSU, Member of Blue Key Fraternity, Sigma Gam-
ma Chi, Alpha lambda Delta, Sounds of Zion. 
SMITH, K. landscape Architecture and Environmen-
tal Planning, B.l.A.; Dean's List, Student Assistant, 
West High Rise 1975-1976, Skiing, Sketching, Hiking, 
Fishing, Jerry. 
SMITH, L. Journalism and Psychology, Double B.S.; 
Psi Chi Secretary, Honors Club, Psychology Club, 
Help-Line Volunteer, USU Delegate to National Jour-
nalism Convention, Student Life Stoff Writer, Society 
of Professional Journalists, Special Events Committee. 
SMITH, R. Early Childhood Ed., Bachelors. 
SOL, J. Marketing "Business", B.S.; Bowling, Fishing, 
Tennis, Wife-Beatriz Sol, Baby is Coming Soon. 
SORENSEN, L. Agri-Business, B.S. 
SORENSEN, L. Secondary Education, B. Sc. 
SOWERS, B. Advertising, B.A.; HASS Senate, Art 
Council, Kappa Delta Sorority, Art Materials 
Scholarship, Skiing, Outdoor Activities, Swimming, 
Hiking. 
SPENCER, A. Early Childhood, EI. Ed ., B.S. 
SPENDLOVE, R. Sociology, Bachelor; Student 
Relations Vice-President ASUSU, Officer of Sigma 
Gamma Chi Fraternity. 
SPETH, L. Bus. Ed ., 2-Year Diploma, Chaparelles, 
Varsity Bond. 
STEINER, M. Physical Education, B.S.; Education 
Council, Special Olympics Volunteer, HPER Student 
Organization Officer. 
STENQUIST, D. Health Education, M.S.; Chi Omega, 
Panhellenic Secretary, Cultural Committee, 
Graduated Cum laude, Named to Alpha lambda 
Delta, Mortar Board, Phi Kappa Phi. dent Cisco. 
STEVENSON, A. Communicative Dis., Bachelor. VICTORINE, G. Ag. Ed., B.S.; Member Alpha Tau 
STODDARD, C. Instructional Media, B.S.-MED; I.e. Alpha, Agriculture Education Honorary Fraternity, 
President-Sigma Gamma Chi 1976-77, Instructional Served As Sec-Trea. to ATA 1975-76 Sch. Yr., Present-
Media Association, UEMA, ASUSU Presidents Cabinet, Iy Grad Student in Ag. Ed. 
College of Education Council, lDSSA Council. VINSON (JR.), J. Outdoor Recreation, B.S.; Alpha 
STODDARD, J. Mathematics, B.S. ; lDSSA Freshman Zeta. 
Committee, Former Member of Sigma Gamma Chi. VOlT, R. Geology, B.S.; President Geology Club. 
STOLPE, M. Pre-Med Biology, Bachelor; Science WABO, H. Biology, B.S.; Music Reading, Active with 
Council , President's Cabinet AED, Blue Key , the African Student Assoc., Special thanks to Prof. 
Scholarship Committee. Mary Nelson (Math Professor). 
STONE, R. Welding & Mechanical Engineering, B.S.; WADSWORTH, R. Professional-Scientific 
USU Soccer Club, A.W.S. Psychology, M.S. ; University Research Scholar, 
STRATFORD, J. Photography, B.F.A.; Advertising Graduate Teaching Assistant, Graduate Research 
Design & Commercial Photography, lDSSA. Assistant. 
STRUHS, M. Recreation Education, B.S. ; Sigma Chi WALKER, D. Composite Social Studies, Secondary 
Fraternity-President. Education; Pi Sigma Alpha , Chapa relies, Pi Beta Phi, 
SWIFT, G. Electrical Engineering, B.S. Who's Who in American Junior Colleges. 
TABRIZI, H. B.A., M.S.; My interest is in life, and its WALKER, S. History & Political Science, B.A.; 
beauties; I am trying to accomplish life!! Member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Alpha Sigma Nu, Phi 
TAGGART, L. Political Science, B.S.; Sigma Alpha Alpha Theta, 2 Years on Cultural Committee, Inter 
Epsilon, Member USU Ski Team, Pi Sigma Alpha Fraternity Council President & V.P., Chairman for 
National Political Science Honorary Fraternity. Cash-Cahce for Carrilons Drive. 
TATTON, W. Industrial Teacher Educ ., B.S.; 20 year WALPER, J. Geology, B.S. ; Outdoor Rec., Working 
Veteran US Navy, Member of USU Industrial Educa- with People, Geology and Related Areas (Dinosaurs). 
tion Association, Completed B.S. in 217 years. WARBURTON, B. Speech Communication, B.S.; Chi 
TATUM, J . Civil & Environmental Engineering, B.S. Omega Sorority, l.D.S. Institute Committee's Active in 
TAVAKOLl, M. Production Management, B.S.; Chess l.D.S. Church. 
Tournament, Student Assestent, Karate as ShorinJo WARNER, D. LT. Aero, B.S.; Bridgerland Aero Club, 
Kempo, Non Stop buy Scide Riding to Beerlake, Cross Aero Techs Flying Club, Airframe and Power Plants 
the lake Swimming and Back on the same day. License, Commercial Pilots License, Interests, Aircraft 
TAYLOR, G. Ornamental Horticulture, B.S .; Aerobatics, Commission U.S. M.e., Graduate N.E.A.1. 
Axn Sorority, ~AE Little Sister, Plant WATSON, A. Ceramics, M.F.A.; University Artists 
Science Club. Showcase 2nd place. 
TAYLOR, T. Communicative Disorders, Masters WELCH, H. Clothing-Textiles, Bachelors; Member of 
Degree; Snow Skiing, Water Skiing, Camping, Dan- Kappa Delta Sorority, Fashion Merchandising 
cing, Traveling, Crofts, USSHA Member. Emphasis. 
THOMPSON, L. Elementary Ed., B.A.; Active Member WELCH, T. Accounting, B.S. ; letterman on USU Track 
of Alpha Chi Omega, Graduated with Dual Major in Team, Member of Blue Key National Honor Fraternity, 
Early Childhood Ed. & EI. Ed. Member of Beta Alpha Psi Accounting Fraternity, Cum 
THOMPSON, R. Supervisional Curriculum laude Graduate. 
Development-Special Educ., Ed D. Doctor of Educa- WESTON, B. Biology, B.S. ; Frosh Basketball 72-73, 
tion. J.V. Basketball 75-76, Waiting for Medical School. 
THOMPSON, T. Horticulture, B.S.; V.P. Plant Science WESTON, H. Elem. Ed., B.S.; Aggiettes, Kappa Delta 
Club, Racquetball Club. Sorority, ~rx Court, Candidate for Personality of 
TIESZEN, S. Mechanical Engineering, B.S.; Engineer- the year 76, Ski. 
ing Senator, Member Tau Beta Pi, ASME. WHEELER, G. Music, Master of Education; Par-
TIFFT III, R. Geology, B.S.; N.P.G.S., Ampitheater ticipated in Orchestra, Symphonic Band, Jazz Ensem-
Society, T.G.I.F. Club, Hot Cars, Wild Women. ble, Bachelors Degree in Music, USU Pep Band, 
TOONE, R. Music, B.A.; Jazz Ensemble, Symphonic MENe. 
Band, University Orchestra, Student President MENC, WHITING, B. Biology-Pre. Vet. Option, B.S.; Pre 
Pep Band Director & Arranger 1976-77, Jazz Award Veterinary Club, Interests, Sports, Hunting, Fishing . 
1976. WHITNEY, S. Environmental Studies, B.S.; Sigma 
TORABS, M. Animal Breeding, Applied Stat., Alpha Epsilon, Xi Sigma Pi. 
Ph.D .-M.S.; Member of Phi-Capo-Phi , and WILKEY, M. Business Administration, B.S.; Who's 
Mue. Roe-Zigma. Who in American Colleges and Universities, Alpha-
UERANANT, V. Business Admin ., M.S.; A Chairman Omega leadership Fraternity, lDSSA Officer, Member 
of the Mind Study Club of Cala-longkorn Universit., A of Tennis Team, Student body Athletic Vice President, 
Treasurer of Student Co-Operative of Chula longkorn Nominee for the Man of the Year Award . 
University. WILSON, C. Music, M.A.; Plays Flute, Violin, Guitar, 
UGBORO, O . Bus. Admin . Finance, B.S. ; Track All- Saxophone, Nominee for Robins Awards Ta·lent of the 
American 1976, Robin Award Nominee 1976. Year. 
UNDERWOOD, G. B.A., B.A.; USU Ski Team, WINWARD, S. Audiology, M.S. 
Business Admin., BA, Tri-Lingual W/ French and WOFFINDEN, E. History, B.S. 
Spanish. WONG, P. Geology, B.S.; USU Soccer Team, Blue 
URLACHER, G. Outdoor Recreation, B.S.; ASUSU Key National Honor Society. 
Activities Vice President (77-7B), Blue Key National WORLEY, M. Early Childhood, El. ED., B.S.; Member 
Honor Fraternity, The Fraternity of Phi Gamma Delta, of U.S.U. Chorale, A-Company Singers, Madrigal 
Alpha Sigma Nu Senior Honor Fraternity, Robin's Singers, Aggiettes, Mortar Board. 
Award Personality of the Year (76-77). WRCHOTA, T. Agricultural Economics, M.S.; B.S. 
VETTER, R. Range Management, B.S.; The Natural Degree in Political Science, University of Wiscon-
Environment: Self-Fulfillment, Simplicity and Transcen- sin-Oshkosh, Peace Corps, Costa Rica (71-73), 
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Business Manager-Chicago (74-76). 
YANG, A. H.E. & P.E., B.S. 
YAP.SALINAS, L. Irrigation Eng., Ph.D.; B.Se. , in Ag . 
Eng ., M.S. Agrie. Eng, Drainage & Irrigation Area, 
University Professor (U.N.A. Lamolina Lima-Peru), 
Former F.A.O. Fellow, OAS Fellow. 
YORITOMI, A. M.E ., B.S.; Head of Japanese 
Association . 
YOUNG, A. Biology, B.S.; Pre-Veterinary Club, 
Interests: Raquetball , Camping, Hunting, Biology 
Tutor. 
YOUNG, R. Forest-Watershed, Bachelor; I like the 
Mountains, Hiking , Camping, I enjoy listening to Music 
and Meeting People. And I am Happy I'm done. 
YOUNKER, G . Forest Management, B.S. 
ZURN, N. Sociology, M.S.; Student Relations Vice 
Pres., Summer Student Body Pre., Sigma Gamma Chi 
Pledge Pres., Socials Chair. & Pres., Who's Who in 
American Col. & Universities, Interests: Photography, 
T raveling , Sports, Writing . 
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